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1

The Contracting Party to the Energy Community is the United Nations Interim Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK; pursuant to United Nations
Security Council Resolution 1244).
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Executive Summary
By signature of the Energy Community Treaty the signatory parties agreed to implement the
European Union’s acquis on energy and market liberalisation2 (“Energy Community acquis
communautaire”). In line with on-going market opening this entails the establishment of customer
switching procedures. bofest consult and evroenergie were assigned the task to provide this study
with Best Practice recommendations for a switching procedure that is suitable for the Contracting
Parties and Observer Countries of the Energy Community (excluding Norway).
To this end, the study first identifies a Best Practice switching model among the 27 Member States
of the European Union using a variety of criteria. The identified Best Practice is the Czech Republic’s
customer switching procedure due to the following reasons:
The Czech Republic fulfils the legal requirements formulated by the Internal Market
Packages and provides a field-tested switching procedure,
The Czech Republic was, at the onset of its liberalisation, very similar to the today’s Energy
Community Contracting Parties and Observer Countries,
The switching procedure of the Czech Republic performs best with respect to technical and
customer friendliness criteria among a short-list of relevant EU Member States.
Using the Best Practice model in a subsequent Delta Analysis, the study then identifies gaps in
fundamental regulations and necessary communication infrastructure of the Energy Community
Contracting Parties and Observer Countries that are prerequisites for the implementation of any
switching procedure. In addition to the Best Practice Analysis and the Delta Analysis, specialists in
the field of customer switching were consulted in a series of workshops in order to acquire
additional expert knowledge on switching.
Based on these analyses and the specialist consultation, the following three sets of
recommendations are derived:
Basic Recommendations that give advice for the creation of a competitive framework
necessary for any customer switching procedure.
These recommendations include, inter alia, the creation of energy market associations, the
swift implementation of the Third Internal Market Package, the implementation of full
meter penetration and the attraction of suppliers to markets.
Procedure-specific Recommendations that give advice for the implementation of the specific
procedure of the Best Practice model, i.e. the Czech Republic.
The central recommendation within this set is the establishment of an independent body
responsible for the coordination of information streams in customer switching with a view
to facilitate the interaction between market participants and to ensure improved data

2

nd

Specifically, it was agreed to implement the 2 Internal Energy Market Package. By Decision 2011/02 MC-EnC, the
rd
Energy Community Ministerial Council adopted the 3 Internal Energy Market Package with an implementation deadline
on 1 January 2015 at the latest.
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quality.3 Also, monitoring of a single institution requires less regulatory efforts than
monitoring a multitude of entities (such as, e.g. multiple DSOs).
Apart from the implementation of an independent body, further recommendations in this
set include the regulation of conflict scenarios, the swift execution of the switching process
and the implementation of data security measures.
Procedural Recommendations that give advice on concrete measures to promote the
realisation of the first two sets of recommendations.
These Procedural Recommendations are addressed to ministries and regulatory authorities
in charge as well as other participants in national markets. They include the monitoring of
the implementation and the development of business strategies to cope with reformed
market conditions after implementation of the procedure.
Due to data availability, these recommendations are derived on the basis of (Best Practice and
Delta) analyses of switching in electricity markets only. However, due to similarities between
customer switching in electricity and gas markets, they largely apply to customer switching in both
of these markets. Where relevant differences exist between markets, market-specific
recommendations are derived. In addition, several of these recommendations, especially the
recommendation of establishing an independent body, also apply in the context of regional
harmonisation of electricity and gas markets.
Altogether, this study thus provides comprehensive advice for Energy Community Contracting
Parties and Observer Countries with regard to implementation of customer switching procedures.
By doing so it may help to promote the further liberalisation of electricity and gas markets as well
as harmonisation of markets within the Energy Community and with EU markets.

3

In electricity markets, the concept of a “market operator” could act as such independent body. Alternatively to the
establishment of a new institution, for efficiency reasons any other independent body can be tasked with this activity. For
example, bodies responsible for clearing and settlement of commercial balancing activities can be tasked, as in the new
Austrian switching model. Here, switching is executed via an online platform which provides for exchange of but not for
storing of switching data.
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Introduction

1.1 Initial Situation
The Energy Community was established in 2005 by signature of the Treaty Establishing the Energy
Community (hereafter “the Treaty”) between the European Union and the Contracting Parties. The
Contracting Parties nowadays comprise Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia, Ukraine and United Nations
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK)4. Armenia, Georgia, Turkey and Norway are
Observer Countries.
While considerable progress has been achieved in the recent years, not all targets of the Treaty
have been fully realised. Procedures for customers’ switching of their suppliers, a core prerequisite
for a well-working liberalised market, have not been established yet.
Customer switching in the EU is nowadays common, following electricity and gas market
liberalisation in the Member States. The Third Internal Market Package postulates three core
requirements regarding customer switching procedures in the electricity and gas markets:
Firstly, customers may choose their electricity and gas supplier, regardless of the Member
State in which the supplier is registered.
Secondly, the Member States shall ensure non-discriminatory administrative procedures,
which for switching in particular relates to cost, effort, and time.
Thirdly, the switch has to be effected within three weeks and must not be charged on the
customer.
These requirements are merely guidelines for procedures, and leeway is given to national
regulatory authorities for the concrete implementation. Consequently, there is considerable
heterogeneity in the switching procedures implemented in the individual Member States.

1.2 Objective of the study
The objective of this study is to develop Best Practice recommendations for customers’ supplier
switching for both electricity and gas markets (including situations when customers have to change
supplier) in the Energy Community Contracting Parties and Observer Countries, with the exclusion
of Norway (hereafter “EnC CP OC”). More specifically, the following three sets of
recommendations are derived:
Basic Recommendations that give advice for the creation of a framework necessary for any
customer switching procedure.
Procedure-specific Recommendations that give advice for the implementation of a specific,
well-working switching procedure already successfully implemented in the EU.

4

Pursuant to United Nations Security Council Resolution 1244.
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Procedural Recommendations that give advice on concrete measures to promote the
realisation of the first two sets of recommendations.
The recommendations are hereby aimed primarily at the national markets of EnC CP OC, but may
also contribute to the implementation of regionally harmonised switching procedures.

1.3 Methodological approach and structure of the study
The recommendations are derived from a Best Practice Analysis, a Delta Analysis and from expert
knowledge of specialists in the field of customer switching. Due to data availability, the analyses are
conducted for switching in electricity markets only. However, due to similarities between electricity
and gas market, recommendations largely apply equally to both markets. Where relevant
differences exist, market-specific recommendations are derived.
In the Best Practice Analysis, the study first identifies a group of EU Member States with a
competitive and practically functioning regulatory framework favourable for switching. From this
group, the study then identifies those five Member States (“Top 5-Member States”) that were
similar at the onset of their liberalisation to today’s situation in the EnC CP OC with respect to
relevant socio-economic and regional characteristics. Finally a Best Practice is identified from
among the Top-5 Member States, i.e. the Member State is identified whose switching procedure
performs best with respect to customer friendliness and technical stability.
In the Delta Analysis, the EnC CP OC are compared to the Best Practice to identify basic
prerequisites that are necessary for the implementation of any switching procedure (including, of
course, the Best Practice model). Finally, regarding expert knowledge, specialists who have been
working extensively in the field of customer switching are consulted in a series of workshops and
their responses are analysed.
This study is structured as follows: following the introduction given in Chapter 1, a description of
customer switching procedures in general is provided in Chapter 2, including associated market
processes. Subsequently, Chapter 3 provides an overview of the historical development and the
present state of electricity markets in the European Union and the EnC CP OC. Chapter 4 explains
the methods and data used in the analyses, on the basis of which the Best Practice Analysis is
conducted in Chapter 5 and the Delta Analysis in Chapter 6. Recommendations are proposed in
Chapter 7, and Chapter 8 finalises the report with a conclusion.
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Background on customer switching

2.1 Definitions
Customer switching in this study is defined as the
customer’s act to change from his actual “old supplier” to a “new supplier” which – following initiation
by the customer – includes all necessary contacts between the involved market participants.
Consequently, the customer switching procedure is defined as the
set of processes that guide customer switching. The procedure requires legal regulations that define
the involved market roles and communication structures between these roles, as well as the actual
presence of market participants that fill out each role on the market (especially at least two
companies in the market role “supplier”).
Given these definitions, two aspects can be identified that are especially relevant for the
performance of switching procedures. Firstly, customers must be willing and able to switch.
Secondly, procedures must be designed so that the multiple communication steps involved are
executed reliably, efficiently and in a customer-friendly way.

2.2 Causes for and importance for customer switching
Customer switching is a relevant driver for the development of liberalised energy markets since
without customers’ willingness to switch competition among suppliers will not develop. Causes for
switching from the perspective of customers were investigated in a comprehensive study among
customers in all EU Member States that was conducted by the Directorate-General Health &
Consumers (2010a: 91-96).5 According to that study, the most important cause, which was
indicated by 52% of customers, is the expectation to get a better deal from the new supplier. The
second most important cause (indicated by 10% of customers) was that customers were advised6
by third parties to switch suppliers. Further, but significantly less important causes, were poor
customer service, moving of houses, environmental friendliness, billing problems and supply
interruptions.
Beyond the above mentioned causes for switching to ‘standard’ suppliers, CEER (2009) mentions
causes for switching to a Supplier of Last Resort. These causes include:
Bankruptcy of customers’ old supplier,
Inability of customers to find a new supplier on the market,
Customers not choosing a supplier (e.g. in the course of moving house), and
Expiry of a previous supply contract.

5

Inter alia, this study presents results not only aggregated at EU level, but also at the level of individual Member States.

6

This may include advice from sales persons visiting a customer’s home, advice via contact by a sales person over the
phone, and advice when approached by a sales person in a public place.
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From the perspective of suppliers that consider entering a new market, the possibility of customer
switching is an important prerequisite for establishing their business model. In contrast, for wellestablished suppliers that hold a large share of the market, customer switching necessarily presents
a potential threat to their share since other suppliers may attract their customers.
For other market participants such as distribution system operators (DSOs), customer switching
plays only a negligible role. Nonetheless, they still have to establish procedures to deal with
switching customers and must, to that end, invest in processes organisation, training and IT
systems.

2.3 Customer switching procedures
2.3.1 Basic procedure
In its most basic form the switching procedure involves just four market participants, five
communication steps and one objection step (Figure 1). This reduced form applies to both
electricity and grid-bound gas markets. These involved participants are the
Customer who consumes energy and who has a contractual relationship with a supplier,
Old supplier who supplied energy to the customer prior to the switch,
New supplier who will supply energy after the switch, and
Distribution System Operator (DSO) who delivers energy to the customer.
Customer
New Contract

New supplier

DSO

Old supplier

Notification of switch
request
Objection to request

Confirmation of switch
request

Validation

Confirmation of switch
request

Start of supply
Figure 1: Basic customer switching procedure. Based on NordREG 2005:20 and ERGEG 2006:5.

In this basic form, the customer initiates the switch by signing a contract with a new supplier. The
supplier then informs the DSO who checks the validity of the information. In case the validity check
fails, the switch request is objected to and consequently terminated. If no objections arise the DSO
confirms the change to both the old and the new supplier. Subsequently, the supply by the new
supplier begins. Altogether, the customer and the old supplier are only involved once in the process
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through initiation and reception of confirmation of the switch, respectively.7 By contrast, the new
supplier takes a more active role by being involved in three communications steps and one
objection step. Finally, the DSO has the most extensive involvement with four communication and
one objection steps, and he thus takes on a central role.8
With regard to customers, there are in principle two customer types: ‘standard load curve’ (SLC)
customers, typically households and small businesses, and ‘recording active metering’ (RAM)
customers, typically larger businesses and industries. Both types of customers may change
suppliers, but contingent on the amount of energy consumed, the switching procedure may work
slightly differently. SLC-customers are connected to the distribution system for energy supply while
the RAM-customers may be connected either to the distribution or the transmission system.
Regarding the switching procedure, the TSO fulfils the same role for the RAM-customers as the
DSO does for the SLC-customers. Furthermore, switching for SLC-customers may in principle
proceed automatically.9 In contrast, if a RAM-customer wishes to switch and hereby leaves the
balancing group, a prior analysis may be necessary to ensure grid stability. The specific form of the
analysis depends on the energy consumption of the RAM-customer in question and, in the case of
gas, capacity model.
Furthermore, in fully liberalised markets all customers are eligible. In contrast, eligibility of
customers, specifically of large businesses and industry customers, may be curtailed in newly
liberalising markets. Eligibility licensing may be used to ensure that licensed customers fulfil certain
requirements. This reduces the risks which suppliers incur when they close a contract with these
customers (e.g. the risk of defaulting customers) and thus may make such newly liberalising
markets especially attractive to newly entering suppliers. Granting of licences may be achieved in
registration procedures where customers have to apply to the NRA for licences.
With regard to suppliers, countries may ensure universal (energy) service. Such a service is, for
example, prescribed for EU Member States10 with respect to electricity markets, where the states
have to “[ensure supply] with electricity of a specified quality within their territory at reasonable,
easily and clearly comparable, transparent and non-discriminatory prices”. In order to ensure this
universal service, Member States typically implement a Supplier of Last Resort11, i.e. they designate
a supplier that has to provide energy to those customers who did not themselves choose a supplier
(e.g. following moving house) or whose old supplier does no longer supply them (e.g. due to

7

Obviously, the customer may have contractual arrangement with other market participants such as a contract with the
DSO for the delivery of energy. In more complex variations of the reduced form, these arrangements may be terminated
or arranged simultaneously to the actual supplier switch.
8

Obviously, switching works differently in energy markets that are not grid-bound, such as in gas markets where
customers are as supplied with LPG gas cylinders.

9

In gas markets such automatism can be limited by network capacity constraints, in particular in systems that operate on
rd
contracted paths. According to the 3 Internal Market Package such models have to be changed into path-independent
entry-exit models. Still, capacity constraints remain to have more impact on switching in gas compared to electricity
markets.

10

Directive 2009/72/EC: Art. 3 No. 3.

11

In the EU, no consistent distinction between the terms “Supplier of Last Resort” and “Default Supplier” exists. Since the
latter term – as opposed to the former – is not mentioned in the pertinent EU directives and since both terms refer to
“support systems that ensure that the customer is supplied with energy in some specific situations” (CEER 2009: 33), the
study hereafter only uses the term “Supplier of Last Resort”.
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insolvency of the old supplier or withdrawal of service). This designation may be achieved through
various ways. These include the designation of specific nationally or locally responsible suppliers by
legislation or by call for tenders.
Info box: Gantt-Chart of Finnish switching procedure
Among others, two main methods for depiction of customer switching procedures are suitable, namely
Gantt- and sequence-diagrams. The figure below depicts the presentation of a switching procedure in form
of a Gantt-chart. The example at hand is the Finnish switching procedure that is depicted as a sequencediagram in Chapter 5.3.3 (Figure 16). This example was chosen since the Finnish procedure is very similar to
the basic procedure mentioned above as it does, for example, not contain additional market roles.

Given that sequence-diagrams illustrate the workflows more clearly with less loss of information, this study
uses sequence-diagrams to depict switching procedures.

2.3.2 Extended switching procedure including an independent body
Many variants of this basic form exist which may involve, for example, more communications steps,
more market roles, different responsibilities of participants, and differential applicability to
domestic and non-domestic customers. One variant that is increasingly being adopted by EU
Member States is the inclusion of an independent body12 as a fifth market participant (Figure 2).The
independent body organises and coordinates the information streams from all other market
participants, including all information pertaining to customer switching. He thus carries out the
central responsibilities that were, in the basic form of the procedure, fulfilled by the DSO.

12

Alternatively to the establishment of a new institution, for efficiency reasons any other independent body can be tasked
with this activity. In electricity markets the concept of a “market operator” could act as such independent body;
alternatively e.g. bodies responsible for clearing and settlement of commercial balancing activities can be tasked, as
practised in Austria. This can also be executed via an online platform providing exchange of but not storing switching
data; the new Austrian switching model uses such model.
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Customer

New supplier

New Contract

Independent body

DSO

Old supplier

Notification of switch
request
Objection to request

Confirmation of switch
request

Validation

Confirmation of switch
request
Confirmation of switch
request

Start of Supply

Figure 2: Extended customer switching procedure with independent body included.

2.3.3 Legal and regulatory prerequisites for customer switching
Customer switching is based on certain legal and regulatory prerequisites which are found at three
levels of legislation. Primary legislation hereby defines, inter alia, market roles and responsibilities of
markets participants. Secondary legislation, in the form of decrees, sets detailed rules on how
switching is implemented by regulating, for example, grid access. Finally, at the lowest hierarchical
level, process descriptions provide detailed guidance for the functioning of procedures. These
descriptions are typically issued by National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs).13

2.3.4 General information: Obstacles, objections, safeguards, debts, complaint
handling and recourse procedures as well as confidentiality arrangements
Switching procedures are characterised by many additional features that were not explicitly
mentioned in the above procedure descriptions. Exactly which features are relevant depends on the
specific procedure implemented in a given country as well as on the country’s socio-economic
situation. Six common features are discussed below.
Obstacles to switching
From the perspective of customers, these obstacles are issues that prevent them from initiating or
completing the switch. Such obstacles include, for example, minimum term contracts that prevent
customers from prematurely leaving their existing supply contracts; insufficient communication
means such as low (mobile) phone coverage that impede convenient contact with suppliers; and
missing or insufficient awareness of customers with respect to their rights and possibilities for
switching.

13

In addition to these duties, NRAs are typically also responsible for fixing (or approving) tariffs for transmission or
distribution, for ensuring compliance of TSOs and DSOs and for organizing and cooperating with other countries’ NRAs in
respect to cross-border issues. Comprehensive information on role and responsibilities of NRAs can be found in Chapter
IX of the Directive 2009/72/EC and Chapter VIII of the Directive 2009/73/EC.
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Objections to switching
In the above mentioned basic and extended procedures, only the DSO or the independent body can
object. These objections regard the switch request by the new supplier. They predominantly arise if
the correct metering point cannot be allocated such as when a wrong meter ID is provided by the
new supplier; if data transmission standards are not fulfilled such as when the transmitted
information is not exhaustive; or if deadlines have expired such as when the new supplier does not
provide the necessary data within a certain period of time after switch initiation.
Objections may, in principle, also be filed by other market participants, most commonly by the old
and new supplier. The old supplier may, for example, object to the switch if the customer wishes to
prematurely cancel a minimum term contract or wishes to switch prior to the end of a contractually
required notice period. The new supplier may, for example, object to the aforementioned objections
by the DSO or the independent body, if the new supplier finds these objections unjustified.
Typically, objections may be resolved either bilaterally by the involved participants or via an official
dispute settlement process that involves a neutral complaint handling office or an ombudsman.
Customer debts
Customer debts may principally be handled in two ways:
Firstly, debt handling may be the responsibility of the old supplier, specifically where he
may object to planned switches if the customer in question is indebted to him. Doing so,
the old supplier may retain the customer until the outstanding debts have been cleared and
may, to pressure the customer into clearing, reduce or shut down supply to that customer.
Secondly, debt handling may be the responsibility of civil courts.14 Here, customers may
switch regardless of debts (which are then subject to separate investigation by courts) and
the new supplier carries the risk of potentially accepting customers which are prone to
default on debts.
This default risk of the second alternative may be reduced, for example, by the implementation of a
“flagging” system where customers are tagged in response to high debts with recent suppliers. New
suppliers may then check in a central database whether a customer in question is flagged and, if
yes, may refuse to accept this customer.15
Safeguards
From the perspective of market participants other than customers, safeguards are periods when
customers are prevented from switching. These safeguards may be realised by binding legal
arrangements, most prominently by the above mentioned minimum contract term or notice period.
They may also be realised in binding ways such as by customer retention measures (e.g. premiums,
gifts or personal touches). While such measures do not strictly prevent customers from switching,
they nonetheless aim at strongly discouraging switches.

14

This approach is, for example, recommended by CEER (2012: 19).

15

Such a system is, for example, implemented in Ireland. Comprehensive information is provided by CEER (2011).
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Complaint handling and recourse procedures
If arising grievances cannot be resolved bilaterally, such procedures are used to settle these
grievances without the need to take court action. These procedures are often mediated by a neutral
complaint handling office or an ombudsman – the role of which may be fulfilled by the NRA, the
independent body or a designated third party – and often involve, for reasons of time saving, flat
charges to the culpable party.
Confidentiality arrangements
In the context of confidentiality arrangements, especially two aspects are relevant.
Firstly, sensitive personal data of customers is used or becomes transparent at various
stages of the switching procedure and to a number of market participants. For example,
suppliers provide customers’ information on metering points to the DSO which gives insight
into the energy outtake and therefore certain behaviours of that customer.
Secondly, information is typically transmitted between participants in the form of electronic
data files. These transmissions are typically regulated by security protocols that specify, for
example, that files have to be stamped with digital certificates.

As mentioned above, the relevance of above discussed six features is country-specific. Where
available information allows, they are discussed with specific country examples in Chapter 5.3.

2.3.5 Costs related to customer switching
Costs related to switching are both monetary and non-monetary costs. While customers typically
do not have to pay other market participants for switching, they nonetheless incur cost.16 These
costs include transaction costs that are associated with the switching process, typically in the form
of time or money (e.g. for phone calls or stamps) that is spent in filling out applications and
interacting with the suppliers. Costs also include ex-ante transaction costs (e.g. cost for acquiring
information regardless of whether the switch is initiated) and ex-post transaction costs (e.g. control
costs for ensuring that the switch was successful).
Among the remaining market participants, it is mainly suppliers that incur costs. Their costs include
all those costs associated with the switch itself (e.g. labour costs for the employees that conduct
the switch, advertising costs and cost for communication with other market participants). In
addition, market participants such as the DSOs or the independent body incur costs for developing
and maintaining the processes and IT infrastructure which ultimately allows customers and
suppliers to interact in the switching procedure.
Both costs for customers and for other market participants depend on the complexity of the
switching procedure. For example, in a switching procedure that is characterised by accessible
price comparison tools, customers incur only low information costs; and in a switching procedure

16

See for details Bahe / John /Schlegge 2007: 8.
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that can be processed with a high degree of automation, suppliers incur only low communication
costs.
Info box: Informing customers and creating awareness

The need to ensure customer awareness of switching rights and possibilities is particularly high in newly
liberalising markets where customers are unfamiliar with switching. In particular, those who are unfamiliar
with switching typically are household customers (who are not subject to competition pressure like
business or industry customers). In this context, public entities such as responsible ministries and NRAs, as
well as suppliers, may aim at raising awareness. Methods employed include conventional and social media
campaigns and internet platforms.

2.4 Up- and downstream processes
Customer switching is embedded into various upstream and downstream processes which have to
be attuned to switching. Four especially relevant processes are discussed below.
Balancing
Balancing is a process which specifically includes the equalisation of input and outtake of to a
balancing group aggregated entry and exit points. In the course of balancing, customer master data
(containing, for example, metering point IDs or load profiles) have to be continuously updated and
monitored.
Each balancing group is administrated by one balancing group operator. This operator is
responsible for maintaining and expanding the technical and physical requirements of the group.
Furthermore, his responsibilities include maintaining the energy quantity of the balancing group and
administrating the financial compensation with the balancing responsible party.
In addition to the balancing operator, every balancing group has a balancing responsible party, the
role of which may be assumed by a supplier or an independent third party. This balancing
responsible party is responsible for interacting with TSOs and suppliers that distribute and supply
to the balancing group, respectively. The balancing responsible party is also responsible for
maintaining the equilibrium of input and outtake of the balancing group and for the financial
compensation of differences (i.e. due to being long or short) between the forecasted and the real
outtake. In this context, settlement – which is governed by a settlement procedure – and billing take
place between DSO and supplier. In settlement, various aspects have to be considered such as
differing times slots (e.g. between customers) of the settlements billing or, in case of gas markets,
differing calorific values.
Customer switching may influence the outtake of energy from a given balancing group and thus
ultimately the correct settlement and billing. If a customer switches, then this switch has to be
correctly reflected in the master data where, for example, the old supplies may no longer
(incorrectly) indicated that he supplies to the customer. Consequences of incorrect balancing may
include double- or non-balancing of customer outtake, from which extra costs arise.
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Capacity management
In gas markets, DSOs are, inter alia, responsible for ensuring that gas capacity is sufficient so that
all of their customers can be supplied. To that end, in certain intervals (typically once per year)
DSOs have to order from the upstream DSOs the (maximum) gas capacity that they expect to
require. Throughout the interval, DSOs then have to constantly ensure that actual requirements on
the capacity conform to the expected requirements.
Customer switching may influence the physical path of energy delivery through the grid and thus
impact on the actual capacity requirements and ultimately on grid stability and security of supply.
Thus, customer switching has to be factored into capacity management which may, should the
need arise, even entail a prohibition of the switch by the DSO.
Metering
Meter readings are the basis for the billing process (see below). Readings have to be taken as close
as possible to the intended switching date to ensure that customers are billed the exact amount of
energy they were supplied with by a given supplier.
The responsibilities for metering are typically fulfilled by a designated market role, namely the
meter operator, or by the DSO.17 These responsibilities include device installation, fault clearance
and maintenance, meter reading, and data management. Meter reading and data management
sometimes are designate to a further separate market role, namely the meter service provider.
Billing
Similar to meter readings, billing processes have to be attuned to customer switching to ensure that
customers are issued timely bills when switching.
Each upstream and downstream process in turn is embedded in various up- and downstream
processes (Figure 3). Thus, any switching procedure essentially has to be attuned to all processes
that are involved in the operation of energy markets, especially with respect to the entities that
have to be involved, the interfaces that are necessary and the information that has to be exchanged.

Figure 3: Embedding of customer switching in up- and downstream processes.

17

rd

The 3 Internal Market Package neither prescribes the definition of a meter operator as an independent market role nor
his precise responsibilities. Consequently, whether such a market role exists and, if yes, which responsibilities it assumes,
varies greatly among the EU Member States.
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2.5 Differences between customer switching in electricity and gas
markets
As mentioned above, switching procedures in the electricity and the gas market are essentially
identical and involve corresponding market participants (though often labelled differently) and
communication steps.
Relevant differences between procedures relate to the up- and downstream processes. While such
differences do not arise in balancing (which is essentially the same in both electricity and gas
markets) they are obvious in capacity management which is relevant only for gas markets.
Furthermore, with respect to billing and metering, the situation is more complex in gas markets
than in electricity markets. Gas may differ in calorific value due to variation in its chemical
composition and thus in its energy content. These differences in calorific value have to be taken
into account in all billing and metering processes – including those conducted in the context of
switching –, for example when converting between volume units (such as cubic meters) into energy
units (such as kilo Watt hours).
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3

Geographic scope

3.1 Energy markets within the EU
Non-EU Member States
EU Member States

FINLAND
NORWAY
SWEDEN
ESTONIA

LATVIA
DENMARK
LITHUANIA

IRELAND
UNITED
KINGDOM

NETHERLAND
POLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA

LUXEMBURG

UKRAINE

AUSTRIA
FRANCE

SPAIN

MOLDOVA
HUNGARY
SLOVENIA
ROMANIA
CROATIA SERBIA
ITALY
BOSNIA and
HERZEGOVINA
UNMIK
BULGARIA
MONTENEGRO
FYR of
MARCEDONIA
ALBANIA

PORTUGAL

GREECE

GEORGIA
ARMENIA
TURKEY

MALTA
CYPRUS

Figure 4: EU Member States. Labels of Energy Community Contracting Parties are coloured in yellow in this and in all
subsequent maps.

All 27 EU Member States (Figure 4) are subject to EU legislation which has to be transferred into
national law. To this end, EU legislation merely sets
Directive 2009/72/EC (Electricity)
broad guidelines and leaves considerable room for
manoeuvre for individual Member States and their
Customers may choose their supplier of
specific needs.
electricity, regardless of the Member
States in which the supplier is registered
The Member States ensure that the
administrative procedures are nondiscriminatory
The change is effected within three weeks
The change is carried out “in a nondiscriminative manner as regards cost,
effort or time”
Figure 5: Statements from Directive 2009/72/EC.

The principles of the EU internal energy market and its
goals are laid down in article 194 of the Treaty of
Lisbon. In order to harmonise and liberalise the EU's
internal energy market, three consecutive Internal
Market Packages were adopted from 1996 to 2009.18
They
particularly
address
market
access,
transparency, consumer protection, strengthening
interconnection, security of energy supply and the
protection of the environment.

The 1st Internal Market Package to these ends, adopted in 1996 and 1998 , was replaced by the 2nd
Internal Market Package in 2003.19 In April 2009 the 3rd Internal Market Package20 seeking to
18 st

1 Internal Market Package: 96/92/EC (electricity), 98/30/EC (gas),
nd
2 Internal Market Package: 2003/54/EC (electricity), 2003/55/EC (gas),
rd
3 Internal Market Package: 2009/72/EC (electricity), 2009/73/EC (gas).
19

Directives 2003/54/EC (electricity) and 2003/55/EC (gas).

20

Directives 2009/72/EC (electricity) and 2009/73/EC (gas).
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further liberalise and improve the internal energy market was adopted, amending the second. An
excerpt of this legislation is given in Annex E.
As a consequence of these legislative acts, new electricity and gas suppliers can enter EU Member
States’ markets and customers (industrial customers from 1 July 2004 and domestic customers
from 1 July 2007) are now free to choose their supplier (Figure 5). Generally speaking, unbundling
regulations have been implemented throughout EU Member States and the legal prerequisites for
customer switching have been fulfilled (Table 1). Thus, energy markets within the EU are fully
liberalised from a legal perspective, with the exception of Estonia and Cyprus, which are still in the
process of liberalisation (to be completed in January 2013 for Estonia and in January 2014 for
Cyprus), and of Malta, which is exempt from the EU regulation regarding market opening and
unbundling of the DSO (Directive 2009/72/EC, Art. 44). As pertaining to the customer switching
procedures, these are based on a set of recommendations of the European Regulators Group for
Electricity and Gas (see Figure 1).
However, de facto liberalisation in energy markets still needs further efforts. Almost all Member
States have unbundled electricity distribution and supply (Malta is exempt) (Table 1), but such
unbundling has not yet been realised everywhere with respect to gas distribution and supply. For
example, Latvia’s gas market is still controlled by a vertically integrated, monopolist company.21
Furthermore, de facto liberalisation within a Member State notably includes that at least two
suppliers exist, and that the empirical switching rate is sufficiently high. Especially the latter aspect
is not fulfilled in a number of Member States (see Figure 10 for switching in electricity markets).
Finally, with respect to gas markets, a particular challenge for liberalisation is that gas is often
imported from only one source and by only one company. Consequently, customer gas prices are
essentially homogeneous at the national level which, in turn, reduces the incentive for customer
switching in gas markets.
Moreover, the respective national energy markets differ significantly in several aspects which
interact with the implementation of switching procedure. Firstly, the size of energy markets differs
greatly, with big Member States having, for example, numerous DSOs which increases the overall
complexity of the market while small Member States only have a single DSO and thus much less
complexity. Secondly, a minority of Member States introduced an independent body as an
additional market role, which organises and coordinates activities between market participants
including customer switching procedures. Thirdly, energy prices are not fully deregulated in some
EU Member States where, for example, arrangements such as a single buyer models exist.22 And
finally, beyond aspects that directly interact with switching procedures, there is also considerable
heterogeneity in prerequisites that are not necessary, but that greatly facilitate switching. Such
prerequisites are a population’s access to communication channels such as mobile phones,
telephones or internet. In respect to these aspects one may find, for example, internet usage in
Sweden being with 90.9 users per 100 people twice as large as the value of 44.1 found for Romania
(Table 1).

21

Refer to http://www.neurope.eu/article/latvia-plans-gas-market-liberalisation.

22

With respect to price regulation, an overview on infringement proceedings against EU Member States is included in
Energy Community Secretariat 2012a: 7-9. Further information on price regulation can be found in the Status Review of
rd
st
Customer and Retail Market Provisions from the 3 Package as of 1 January 2012 by CEER (2012a).
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Finally, while EU regulations aim at enabling switching to suppliers regardless of the Member State
where suppliers are registered,23 such cross-border switches do not yet exist on a large scale. The
main reason is missing standards for the recognition of foreign supplier licences. Instead, licences
are typically individually reviewed by the responsible national authority, and these processes act as
a deterrent for suppliers to enter foreign markets.

23

See Interim Public Electricity Supply Licence Granted To Electricity Supply Board Section 14(1) (h) Electricity
Regulation Act, 1999.
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Table 1: Infrastructural prerequisites for customer switching, EU Member States.
Criterion

AT

BE

BG

CY

CZ

DE

DK

EE

ES

FI

FR

GB

GR

HU

Telephone lines (p. 100
people)

40

43

31

36

21

63

45

35

42

23

56

53

50

29

Mobile phone
subscriptions (p. 100
people)

155

117

141

98

122

132

126

139

114

166

105

131

106

117

Internet usage (p. 100
people)

79.7

76.2

50.8

57.7

72.9

83.4

90

76.5

67.9

89.3

76.8

81.7

53.4

59

U

U

U

NU

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Criterion

IE

IT

LT

LU

LV

MT

NL

PL

PT

RO

SI

SK

SE

Telephone lines (p. 100
people)

45

35

22

54

23

55

44

18

42

22

43

19

49

Mobile phone
subscriptions (p. 100
people)

108

152

151

148

103

125

115

128

115

109

107

109

119

Internet usage (p. 100
people)

77.5

56.8

67.2

90.7

72.4

69

92.1

65

55.6

44.1

71.4

74.9

90.9

Unbundling progress

U

U

U

U

U

NU

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

More than 1 supplier

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

24

Unbundling progress

25

More than 1 supplier

24

Concerning unbundling of DSOs and suppliers. Explanatory note: “Unbundled” means “unbundling according to EU legislation has been legally implemented”. Data are generally drawn
from own survey among NRAs. Further sources: BE: See Demoucelle/Harrop/Siddle/van der Branden: 2. BG: See European Parliament 2010: 31. NL: See The Netherlands Competition
Authority 2012: 36. RO: See European Parliament 2010: 31. SE: See The Energy Markets Inspectorate at the Swedish Energy Agency 2006: 23.

25

Data are generally drawn from own survey among NRAs. Further source: CY: See Council of European Energy Regulators/Cyprus Energy Regulatory Authority 2011: 33.
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3.2 Energy markets within the EnC CP OC
Non-EnC CP OC
EnC CP OC (without Norway)

FINLAND
NORWAY
SWEDEN
ESTONIA

LATVIA
DENMARK
LITHUANIA

IRELAND
UNITED
KINGDOM

NETHERLAND
POLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
LUXEMBURG

FRANCE

SPAIN

CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA
AUSTRIA

UKRAINE

MOLDOVA
HUNGARY
SLOVENIA
ROMANIA
CROATIA SERBIA
ITALY
BOSNIA and
HERZEGOVINA
UNMIK
BULGARIA
MONTENEGRO
FYR of
MARCEDONIA
ALBANIA

PORTUGAL

GREECE

GEORGIA
ARMENIA
TURKEY

MALTA
CYPRUS

Figure 6: Energy Community Contracting Parties and Observer Countries without Norway.

All EnC CP OCs (Figure 6), save Bosnia and Herzegovina, have energy regulatory authorities
competent for both the electricity and the gas markets.26 The EnC CP OC aim at implementing the
Internal Market Packages with respect to energy markets by 1 January 2015. Regarding the
implementation, the 12 analysed EnC CP OCs have made different degrees of progress (Energy
Community Secretariat 2012b).
With regards to switching procedures in the electricity markets, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Montenegro and Turkey have established such procedures in some form.27 In practice,
significant customer switching can be observed only in Croatia and Turkey.28 With regards to gas
markets, only Croatia and FYR of Macedonia appear to have implemented some form of a customer
switching procedure.29 Actual switching is observed only for Croatia.30 A more detailed discussion
of switching procedures for the countries mentioned in this paragraph can be found in Annex F.

26

Bosnia and Herzegovina does not have a NRA dealing with gas since DERK (the NRA) is in charge only of electricity.
However, the regulatory authorities on entity level (Federation BIH and Republika Srpska) assume responsibility for gas
markets.
27

This information derives in part from a questionnaire that was prepared by bofest consult and evroenergie and sent to
the NRA of EnC CP OP (reprinted in Annex B), and in part from the EnC’s Annual Implementation Report of the Acquis
2012 (Energy Community Secretariat 2012b). Albania, Croatia, Montenegro and Turkey indicated in the questionnaire
that “a national directive defining standardized electricity costumer switching processes exist[s]” for their market. For
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Implementation Report indicates that the “legal and regulatory framework allows for supplier
switching across the entire territory” (Energy Community Secretariat 2012b: 32).

28

Information on recent number of switches, as derived from the questionnaire, indicates 8,300 switches for Croatia in
2011. Information for Turkey which indicates 93,500 switches in 2011, was submitted separately to bofest consult by the
Turkish NRA.

29

See footnote 27. Croatia and FYR of Macedonia indicated in the questionnaire that “a national directive defining
standardized gas costumer switching processes exist[s]” for their market. Turkey and Albania did not provide an answer
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In addition, the EnC CP OCs also differ considerably with regard to their infrastructural
preconditions (Table 2). The differences are bigger than among the EU Member States. For
example, the internet, a powerful tool to improve energy market transparency, is used by roughly
two thirds of the Croatians, but only by about a third of Georgia’s population (for details see table
below). Generally speaking, while Croatia and Turkey fulfil most of the preconditions for the
implementation of efficient switching procedures, others still lack basic preconditions.

to this question. The Implementation Report does not indicate additional information on which EnC CP OC have
implemented switching procedures in the gas market.
30

In the questionnaire, Croatia indicated that several switches occurred in 2011 but that precise data for that year is not
yet available.
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Table 2: Infrastructural prerequisites for customer switching, Energy Community.
AL

AR

BA

FYR of
Macedonia

GE

HR

Kosovo*

MD

ME

RS

TR

UA

Telephone lines (p. 100
people)

11

19

25

20

31

40

4

33

27

37

21

28

Mobile phone
subscriptions (p. 100
people)

96

104

85

109

102

116

16

105

185

125

89

123

Internet usage (p. 100
people)

49

15.3

60

56.7

35.3

70.5

10

37.8

40

47.2

42.1

30.3

31

NU

U

NU

NU

NU

U

NU

NU

NU

NU

NU

NU

32

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Criterion

Unbundling progress
More than 1 supplier

31

Concerning unbundling of DSOs and suppliers. Data are generally drawn from Energy Community Secretariat 2011 and 2012b. Further sources: TR: See Ozan 2012: 54. AR: Erdogdu 2010:
27; EBRD 2012: 11; own survey among NRAs. CZ and GE: Own survey among NRAs.

32

Source: Own survey among NRAs. In Armenia one independent supplier exists. For Montenegro see Energy Community Secretariat 2012b.
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4

Methods

The basis for the analyses are switching procedures in electricity markets of the EU Member States
only. These markets are typically well-developed and comprehensive experience has been gained
with switching procedures. In contrast, switching procedures of gas markets are not considered in
the analysis due to the limited availability of reliable data. The implementation of procedures in
these markets is often at an earlier stage than in electricity markets and experience with switching
is much more limited. As a consequence, any conclusions drawn from switching in gas markets is
much less reliable than conclusions drawn from electricity markets.
This methodological approach does not, however, prevent the formulation of recommendations for
switching in gas markets. Switching and legislative requirements of the Internal Market Packages
are very similar for electricity and gas markets (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). Thus,
recommendations that are derived on the basis of analyses of electricity markets apply to both
markets without any major exceptions. There are some minor relevant differences between the
markets. These minor exceptions are clearly mentioned and market-specific recommendations are
derived for these exceptions.

4.1 Best Practice Analysis
A. Reasons for choice of a Best Practice Analysis
There are, in principle, two approaches for deriving a switching procedure that may be used as a
reference for deriving the recommendations. One approach is cherry-picking where components
from procedures that are implemented in different countries are selected and recombined to create
an ‘artificial’ procedure. The other approach is a Best Practice Analysis where the most appropriate
from among the implemented procedures is selected and used in its entirety.
The study employs the Best Practice Analysis since this approach has the following advantages
over cherry-picking:
Switching procedures are delicately interconnected. Recombining components of different
procedures into an ‘artificial’ procedure incurs the risk that the ‘artificial’ procedure may not
work in practice.
Implementation of a switching procedure is considerably easier if an already implemented
reference procedure is available, since experience acquired in implementing the latter
procedure may be relied on.
For market participants involved in switching, the establishment of operating procedures is
considerably easier if participants can resort to existing off-the-shelf solutions that may be
applied with only little need for adaptation. This will, inter alia, reduce start-up costs and
thus attract more businesses to join liberalised markets.
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B. Pool of countries from among which the Best Practice is selected
Given that the EnC CP OC agreed on complying with the EU acquis communautaire on electricity
and gas as formulated in the Second and Third Internal Market Package, the Best Practice should be
selected only from among those countries that have implemented the acquis. This limits the pool of
countries to EU Member States.
C. Three-stage approach for the Analysis: sequential application of three filters
Selection of the Best Practice occurs through the
sequential application of three filters (Figure 7). In
each of the filters, a certain number of countries is
excluded from further analysis. Filter 1 hereby
comprises knock-out criteria, Filter 2 socio-economic
and regional criteria and Filter 3 technical criteria. The
criteria that were utilised in each filter were selected
such that they are highly relevant for switching and
easy to comprehend. Table 3 at the end of this chapter
lists all criteria with their corresponding entries, data
Figure 7: Conduction of Best Practice Analysis type and source.
through three Filters.

Filter 1: Knock-out criteria
In the first selection step all EU Member States are identified that have fulfilled de jure and de facto
conditions for customer switching. To that end, the study applies two knock-out criteria to exclude
Member States that failed to fulfil these conditions:
Criterion 1.1: Implemented regulatory framework
For the purpose of this study, having implemented a regulatory framework that allows for
competition between suppliers (on the basis of the EU Internal Market Packages) is a
necessary condition for customer switching, and the aim of this study is to recommend a
switching procedure that functions on the basis of such a framework. Thus, only those EU
Member States that have implemented such a framework are retained for further analysis.
A report by the ECME consortium for DG Health and Consumers identified those states,
and that report’s findings are used in this criterion (Directorate-General Health &
Consumers 2010b).
Criterion 1.2: Favourable market conditions
Beyond the necessary conditions on the legislative side, necessary conditions on the market
side have to be fulfilled to permit customer switching for a significant part of customers.
These conditions include, for example, the existence of at least two suppliers, customer
awareness and ease of the switching procedure.
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Rather than examining all these criteria separately, the study will examine the national
switching rates of domestic customers33, specifically the aggregated switch rates for the
period 2009–2010. If a significant part of domestic customers, i.e. at least 2% over that
two-year period (equivalent to an average of 1% per year), switch suppliers then the study
takes this as an indication that all necessary conditions on the market side are fulfilled.

Filter 2: Socio-economic and regional criteria
The Internal Market Packages which aim at energy market liberalisation formulate general
requirements for liberalisation but leave details to the Member States. As such, there is
considerable heterogeneity across the EU Member States with respect to the implemented
switching procedure, largely in response to heterogeneity in the socio-economic situation and
regional structure.
Given these differences between EU Member States, the study selects a Best Practice only from
among those that are sufficiently similar to the EnC CP OC (Figure 8). More specifically, the study
identifies those EU Member States that were in a similar initial position when they started
liberalisation as the EnC CP OC are today (when the EnC CP OC themselves start their
liberalisation). Thus, the state of EU Member States in the 1990s (at the onset of their
liberalisation) is compared to the state of the EnC CP OC today, and in Filter 2 all those EU Member
States are excluded that were too different from the EnC CP OC.

Figure 8: Approach taken for exclusion of EU Member States in Filter 2. EU Member States that were different at the
onset of their liberalisation from today’s EnC CP OC are excluded.

To that end, the study first selects the following nine criteria which are suitable to depict relevant
socio-economic situation and regional aspects:

33

Data is available only on domestic customers, not on non-domestic ones (e.g. industries and businesses). The study
assumes, however, that the domestic customer switching rate is the lower bound of the switch rate of non-domestic
customers since non-domestic customers are cost-driven and more prone to switch to a competitive supplier than
domestic ones.
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Criterion 2.1: Urban Population
The size of urban population is a key indicator for a country’s extent of infrastructure as
well as its organisational capacity to handle complex processes. This especially includes
electricity infrastructure and market processes. Urban population is measured as the
number of people living in all urban areas within a given EU Member State.34
Criterion 2.2: Corruption Perceptions Index
Public sector corruption presents an obstacle for the implementation and assertion of
regulations, including electricity market regulations, may prevent the liberalisation of
electricity markets. Corruption is measured by the Corruption Perceptions Index developed
by Transparency International.35
Criterion 2.3: Human Development Index
The Human Development Index comprehensively measures living standards of countries
and is a proxy for a country’s state of development. It is calculated and published by the
United Nations Development Programme.36
Criterion 2.4: Telephone lines
The telephone is still an important mean of communication between customers and their
suppliers in order to deal with contract issues. A higher number of lines thus indicate better
communication conditions which are favourable for customer switching.37
Criterion 2.5: Gross Domestic Product per capita
The Gross Domestic Product per capita (GDP per capita) measures the aggregated income
of all households and non-households within a country. It may serve as a proxy of a
country’s capacity to carry out investments, such as investments into electricity
infrastructure.38
Criterion 2.6: Internet users
Internet users are defined as all people who have access to the World Wide Web. The
number of internet users reflects a country’s capacity to provide its citizens with
information, including those that are necessary for understanding and conducting customer
switching.39
Criterion 2.7: Market share of the largest electricity producer
A high market share of the largest electricity producer provides the possibility that the
producer uses his (quasi)-monopolistic market structure in his favour and consequently at

34

The World Bank 2012d.

35

Transparency International 2012.

36

United Nations Development Programme 2012..

37

The World Bank 2012a.

38

The World Bank 2012f.

39

The World Bank 2012b.
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the expense of customers. Market share of the largest producer may thus serve as a proxy
for unfavourable power structures in the electricity market.40
Criterion 2.8: Electricity consumption
The electricity consumption denotes how much electricity is demanded. It is a proxy for the
size of the electricity market.41
Criterion 2.9: Gas consumption
The gas consumption denotes how much gas is demanded. It is a proxy for the size of the
gas market.42
Secondly, based on these criteria, the study ranks EU Member States according to their difference
from the EnC CP OC using the following procedure:
Step 1: Each of the nine criteria is weighted based on professional assessments of their
importance. These assessments were provided by switching experts of bofest
consult.43
Step 2: The study acquires data for all these criteria and calculates the average across the
EnC CP OC for each criterion.
Step 3: The study calculates the difference of EU Member States to the EnC CP OC-average
and assigns each EU Member State a rank based on the absolute value of the
difference. Given that all the aforementioned criteria are measured cardinally,
fractional ranks are used instead of integer ranks in order to achieve a higher
resolution. For each criterion the study thereunto assigns the state with the largest
difference to the EnC CP OC-average the rank “N” (where N is the number of states
remaining after Filter 1). The ranks of the remaining states are then calculated
accordingly, where lower ranks denote that a state is more similar to the EnC CP OC
average. The lowest possible rank that a state may attain is rank “0” (when it
exactly equals the EnC CP OC average).
Step 4: The study multiplies ranks in each criterion by the criterion’s weighting factor and
subsequently sums up ranks across all criteria to receive a weighted rank-sum for
each state.
After Step 4, each EU Member State has been assigned a weighted rank-sum, where lower ranksums denote fewer overall differences to the EnC CP OC average.
Finally, those five Member States (“Top 5-Member States”) are retained for Filter 3 that have the
lowest rank-sums and are thus most similar to the EnC CP OC with respect to relevant socioeconomic and regional aspects.
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Eurostat 2012.

41

The World Bank 2012e.

42

U.S. Energy Information Administration 2012.
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The study conducted robustness checks for the weighting. These are detailed in Annex A.
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Filter 3: Procedural criteria
After application of Filter 2, five EU Member States remain. In Filter 3 the study will inspect the
switching procedures of these Member States in detail in order to determine the Member State
which constitutes the Best Practice.
To this end, 16 criteria are employed that depict those aspects that are essential with regards to
technical functioning and customer friendliness. For technical functioning the following criteria are
selected:
Criterion 3.1: Duration until new supplier receives confirmation
The duration until the new supplier receives confirmation of the start of supply is a proxy
for the swiftness of the switching procedure from the viewpoint of suppliers. A quick
confirmation accelerates the entire process and ensures that no further information or
action will suddenly be missing at a later stage in the process.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning is thus
characterised by a short duration until the new supplier receives confirmation.
Criterion 3.2: Deadline regulation
The possibility to switch flexibly at any day of the week provides a constant workload for
the involved participants. It thus facilitates switching by preventing untoward peaks that
strain the organisational capacity of the participants.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning thus does not
have any deadline regulations.
Criterion 3.3: Double registration regulation
In some cases, customers may simultaneously register with two new suppliers. This may
lead to instability of the switching procedure if not regulated since arising conflicts have to
be mediated by the involvement of third parties such as courts or mediators.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning is thus
characterised by the existence of double registration regulations.
Criterion 3.4: Retroactive registration
The possibility of retroactive registration, that is the backdating of the switch registration to
some point in the past, creates considerable complications for the involved market
participants (even though it is certainly advantageous for customers) and thus leads to
instability of the procedure.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning is thus
characterised by the absence of retroactive registration.
Criterion 3.5: Independent body
System errors may easily develop in complex procedures such as customer switching
procedures. These errors may be avoided by the implementation of an independent body
that organises and coordinates the information streams of the switching procedure.
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A switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning is thus
characterised by the existence of an independent body.
Criterion 3.6: Data format
Several data formats may be used to transmit information in the switching procedure. In
particular, easy to implement and little prone to errors in transmission and handling is the
XML format, followed by the EDIFACT format and finally the CSV format. In newly
liberalised markets it is additionally advantageous to support only one data format from the
start to prevent future complications and error sources originating from the use of multiple
formats simultaneously.
Performance of switching procedures in regards to technical functioning is thus
characterised by the following data format, in order of ascendance: no regulated format,
CSV, EDIFACT, XML / EDIFACT, and XML.
Criterion 3.7: Transferability
A good switching procedure is transferable to all EnC CP OC. Specialised electricity market
features such as a single DSO or a single buyer make such procedures unsuitable for
transfer.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning is thus
grounded in an electricity market that has more than one DSO and that does not have a
single buyer.
Criterion 3.8: Expected changes to procedure
One desirable feature of any recommended procedure is that it is considered to be wellworking by the respective national authorities. This typically manifests in no changes to the
procedure being planned.
For switching procedure that performs well in regards to technical functioning there are
thus no major changes expected in the near future.
For customer friendliness, the following criteria are selected:
Criterion 3.9: Switch duration
The switch duration denotes the time span between the customer’s signature of a contract
with the new supplier and the commencement of supply by the new supplier, as specified in
the respective national regulations.44 Data for this criterion derives directly from the
national regulations pertaining to customer switching.
A better switching procedure in regards to customer friendliness is thus characterised by
shorter switch duration.

44

Actual switch duration may differ from the duration envisioned in the regulations. Data availability is, however, not
sufficient in order to use actual switch duration as a criterion.
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Criterion 3.10: Old contract termination by new supplier
This criterion denotes that the new supplier may terminate the old contract on behalf of the
customer, given the customer’s authorisation. This mode of contract termination reduces
the transaction costs of the switch for the customer, i.e. it reduces the amount of time the
customer has to spend on initiating and organising the switch.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to customer friendliness thus allows
for the termination of the old contract by the new supplier.
Criterion 3.11: Perceived degree of comparability
Perceived degree of comparability denotes how convenient customers consider the
comparison of products and services sold by different suppliers. This criterion was
measured in a consumer survey45 by the question:
"On a scale from 0 to 10, how difficult or easy was it to compare the products/services
sold by different suppliers?"
On this scale, the highest degree of easiness equals a 10. A better switching procedure in
regards to customer friendliness is thus characterised by a higher perceived degree of
comparability.
Criterion 3.12: Price comparison systems
Price comparisons systems, such as searchable website interfaces, may provide customers
with all necessary information in order to compare different supplier conditions.
Performance of switching procedures in regards to customer friendliness is thus
characterised by the following implementation of price comparison systems, in order of
ascendance: no price comparison system, system provided by a commercial (and possibly
biased) company, and a system provided by the (presumably unbiased) national regulation
authority.
Criterion 3.13: Switch prevention by old supplier
Prevention of the customer switch by the old supplier may be possible. In principle, three
types of prevention exit. Firstly, the old supplier may be able to completely prevent the
switch without possible objection by the customer such as when minimum term contracts
have been signed that cannot be terminated prematurely. Secondly, the old supplier may
not be able to prevent the switch but may automatically levy considerable contract fines for
premature termination of the existing contract. Thirdly, the old supplier may prevent the
switch but not before having given the customer the option to object.
Performance of switching procedures in regards to customer friendliness is thus
characterised by the following types of switch prevention by the old supplier, in order of
ascendance: prevention without the possibility for objection by the customer, no prevention
accompanied by automatic contract fines, and prevention with the possibility for objection.

45

The survey was conducted by GfK for DG Health and Consumers. Data used for this criterion is freely available at
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/strategy/dash3_en.htm.
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Criterion 3.14: Success rate
The rate of customers who successfully switched suppliers empirically describes wellworking switch procedures. It is here measured by the percentage of customers who
completed a switch by the percentage of customers who tried to switch in the same period
(including customers who switched because they moved houses).46
A better switching procedure in regards to customer friendliness is thus characterised by a
higher success rate.
Criterion 3.15: Complaint handling office
A neutral complaint handling office such as an office at a supplier, DSO or the regulatory
authority may aid customers with all complaints arising in the course of the customer
switching.
A switching procedure that performs well in regards to customer friendliness is thus
characterised by the existence of a complaint handling office.
Criterion 3.16: Perceived ease of switch
Beyond objective empirical criteria (such as Criterion 3.6) a customer friendly procedure is
also characterised by customers subjectively perceiving this procedure convenient to
conduct. The criterion was measured in a customer survey47 by the question:
“Which of the following best reflects your experience of switching?”
with one choice being: “Switched and it was easy".
A better switching procedure in regards to customer friendliness is thus characterised by a
higher percentage of customers who perceive the procedure to be easy, i.e. indicated the
choice “Switched and it was easy”.
For each criterion a rank is assigned to each of the Top 5-Member States, with ‘1’ denoting that the
respective state performs best and ‘5’ denoting that the state performs worst. If states are tied they
are assigned the lowest possible rank. The next “best” state is then assigned the rank on the basis
of the number of states that have been ranked “better” than it (Example: State A and B are tied in
first place, and are thus both assigned rank 1. State C is next best and is thus assigned rank 3). In
contrast to the criteria in Filter 2, the criteria in Filter 3 are not weighted differently. In in-depth
discussion by switching experts of bofest consult it was decided that the selected criteria can be
seen of equal relevance and thus have to be weighted equally.
Finally, for each state ranks are summed up across all criteria. The state that has the lowest overall
rank-sum consequently performs best across all criteria. This state is chosen as the Best Practice.

46

Directorate-General Health & Consumers 2010a: Figure 29.

47

Directorate-General Health & Consumers 2010a: Figure 37.
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4.2 Delta Analysis
Having selected the Best Practice, the study will use it as a reference in a Delta Analysis to examine
the realisation of fundamental structures of the electricity markets in the EnC CP OC in order to
identify “gaps” such as missing standards and regulations. These gaps will be identified by
employing the following six criteria:
Criterion D.1: Telephone lines (per 100 people)
As already mentioned for Criterion 2.5 above, telephone lines are an important mean of
communication included in the process for switching suppliers.
A high prevalence of landlines is thus a relevant precondition for the implementation of any
switching procedure.
Criterion D.2: Mobile phone subscriptions (per 100 people)
Mobile phones are an increasingly important substitute for landline telephone connections.
A high prevalence of mobile phone subscription is thus a relevant precondition for the
implementation of any switching procedure.
Criterion D.3: Internet users (per 100 people)
As mentioned under Criterion 2.6, the internet is an important channel for providing
customers with various kinds of information pertaining to the switching procedure.
Promoting the use of the internet as well as ensuring the necessary infrastructure is thus a
relevant precondition for the implementation of any switching procedure.
Criterion D.4: Unbundling of DSO and supplier
Among the many aspects of unbundling, it is in particular the aspect of the unbundling of
the market role “supplier” from the market role “DSO” that is relevant for customer
switching. Only if these rules are separate an indiscriminate access of suppliers to the
electricity grid can be ensured.
The unbundling of DSO and supplier is thus a relevant precondition for the implementation
of any switching procedure.
Criterion D.5: More than one supplier
For obvious reasons, the presence of more than one supplier is a relevant precondition for
the implementation of any switching procedure.
Criterion D.6: Deregulation of customer end-prices
Frequently, prices in electricity markets are regulated where state-owned suppliers offer
electricity at non-cost-reflective prices. The typical consequence is that independent
suppliers, that are unable to compete, cannot enter or have to leave the electricity market.
Deregulation of supplier prices so that prices are cost-reflective is thus a relevant
precondition for the implementation of any switching procedure.
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Based on these criteria, general recommendations are formulated that describe preconditions that
have to be fulfilled prior to the implementation of any switching procedure.
In this context, it should be mentioned that it was not reasonable to utilise the same criteria as in
the Best Practice Analysis. Those criteria were selected specifically with respect to relevance and
comprehensibility in the context of the Best Practice Analysis. In the Delta Analysis, they are either
irrelevant (e.g. customer friendliness criteria do not matter if there is no switching procedure in the
first place) or the necessary data could not be obtained without a disproportionate effort.

4.3 Expert interviews and other data sources
In addition to the Best Practice Analysis and the Delta Analysis, specialists in the field of customers
switching were interviewed in a series of workshops to acquire expert knowledge pertaining to
switching procedures. These workshops took place in Ratingen, Germany, on the following dates:
10th August 2012, 28th September 2012 and 01st & 02nd November 2012.
With regard to data used in this report (Table 3), this data is in part self-acquired. Data hereby
derive from a survey among national regulatory authorities that was conducted in the form of an
emailed questionnaire. This questionnaire is reprinted in Annex B. In addition, it derives from
contacts with various contacted experts from national regulation authorities, from independent
institutions or from academia. A list of the contacted NRAs is given in Annex C. Furthermore,
Annex D provides links to online price comparison tools,
The other part of the data derives from external, freely available data sources – such as national
statistical offices, the World Bank, or the OECD – or from published reports and studies. All data
sources, whether self-acquired or external, are noted as appropriate throughout the document.
Table 3: Criteria used in Best Practice Analysis and Delta Analysis. Data type: c=cardinal, o=ordinal, b=binary,
t=categorical.
Criterion
Nr.

1.1
1.2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Label
Implemented regulatory
framework
Favourable market
conditions

Urban population
Corruption Perception
Index
Human Development
Index
Telephone lines (per 100
people)
Gross Domestic Product
per capita, PPP
Internet users (per 100
people)
Market share largest
electricity producer

Data
Type

Entry

Year

b

Yes; No

2010

b

Yes: if switch rate > 2%;
No: if switch rate ≤ 2%

2010

c

% of total

c
c
c
c
c
c

2.8

Electricity consumption
per inhabitant

c

2.9

Gas consumption per
inhabitant

c

1995 (EU),
2010 (EnC)
1998 (EU),
Score
2011 (EnC)
1990 (EU),
Score
2010 (EnC)
Telephone lines (per 100
1995 (EU),
people)
2010 (EnC)
1995 (EU),
Current international $
2011 (EnC)
1995 (EU),
Internet users (per 100 people)
2010 (EnC)
1999 (EU),
% of the total generation
2010 (EnC)
1995 (EU),
Kilo Watt hours per year per
2009
capita
(EnC)
1995 (EU),
Cubic meter per year per capita
2010 (EnC)

Source
Directorate-General Health & Consumers
2010b
Directorate-General Health & Consumers
2010b

The World Bank 2012f
Transparency International 2012
United Nations Development Programme
2012)

The World Bank 2012a
The World Bank 2012f
The World Bank 2012b
Eurostat 2012
The World Bank 2012e
U.S. Energy Information Administration 2012
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Criterion

Data

Nr.

Label

Type

Entry

Year

Source
Energie-Control Austria 2011; Energy
Regulatory Office [of the Czech Republic]
2009-2012 2012; Finnish Energy Industries 2009; Retail
Market Design Service (RMDS) 2012;
Correspondence with AEEG [Italy]

3.1

Duration until new supplier
receives confirmation

c

Calendar days; working days

3.2

Deadline regulation

b

Possible any day of the week; 1st
2009-2012
of the month

—„—

b

Yes; No

2009-2012

—„—

b
b

Yes; No
Yes; No
No regulation; CSV; EDIFACT;
XML / EDIFACT; XML
Low (1 DSO or single buyer);
High

2009-2012
2009-2012

—„—
—„—

2009-2012

—„—

3.4
3.5

Double registration
regulation
Retroactive registration
Independent body

3.6

Data format

o

3.7

Transferability

o

3.8

Expected changes to
procedure

b

Yes; None

3.9

Switch duration

c

Calendar days; working days

b

Yes; No

c

0 = minimal comparability
10 = maximal comparability

2011

c

Subscriptions per 100 people

2010

The World Bank 2012c

c

Internet users (per 100 people)

2010

The World Bank 2012b

2012

Own survey

2011

General research

2012

Energy Community Secretariat 2012a, 2012b

3.3

3.10
3.11

Old contract termination
by new supplier
Perceived degree of
comparability

3.12

Price comparison systems

o

3.13

Switch prevention by old
supplier

o

3.14

Success rate

c

3.15

Complaint handling office

b

3.16

Perceived ease of switch

c

D.1
D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5

D.6

Telephone lines (per 100
people)
Mobile phone
subscriptions (per 100
people)
Internet users (per 100
people)
Unbundling of DSO and
supplier
More than one supplier

Deregulation of customer
end-prices

c

b
b

t

Internet research; Interviews with contacted
experts
Internet research; Interviews with contacted
2012
experts
Energie-Control Austria 2011; Energy
Regulatory Office [of the Czech Republic]
2009-2012 2012; Finnish Energy Industries 2009; Retail
Market Design Service (RMDS) 2012;
Correspondence with AEEG [Italy]

2012

2009-2012

—„—

GfK for Directorate-General Health &
Consumers 2012
Internet research; Interviews with contacted
Commercial; NRA, Commercial
2012
experts
Energie-Control Austria 2011; Energy
Regulatory Office [of the Czech Republic]
Yes; No
2009-2012 2012; Finnish Energy Industries 2009; Retail
Market Design Service (RMDS) 2012;
Correspondence with AEEG [Italy]
Percentage of consumers who
switched supplier divided by
percentage of consumers who
Directorate-General Health & Consumers
tried to switch in 2 years prior to
2010
2010a, Figure 29
mid-2010 (including those who
switched because they moved
house)
Yes; No
2012
General research
Per cent of customers calling
Directorate-General Health & Consumers
switch “easy”
2010a, Figure 37
Telephone lines (per 100
2010
The World Bank 2012a
people)

U (Unbundled); NU (Not
unbundled)
Yes; No
Competitive market; single
buyer model; price regulation by
NRA; price regulation by stateowned public supplier; vertically
integrated utility regulating
prices
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5 Results: Best Practice Analysis
5.1 Filter 1: Knock-out criteria
The study examined in Filter 1 whether EU Member States, with respect to electricity markets, have
implemented a framework that enables supplier competition and that have favourable market
conditions.
So far, 24 states have implemented a regulatory framework (on the basis of the Internal Market
Packages) that enables national competition between suppliers: Finland (in 1997), Germany
(1998), Sweden, United Kingdom (both 1999), Austria (2001), Denmark (2003), Netherlands
(2004), Ireland (2005), Czech Republic, Portugal (both 2006), Belgium (2007, with Flanders in
2003), Bulgaria, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia (all 2007) and Spain (2009) (Directorate-General Health & Consumers 2010b:
5-31; European Commission 2011a). Notwithstanding these implementations, several of the states
are subject to investigation of potential infringements of the Second and Third Internal Market
Package, but these investigations do not concern infringements which affect switching procedures.
Thus, this study considers the above mentioned Member States to have indeed implemented the
necessary regulatory framework (European Commission 2011: 88-921). In contrast, Malta is
exempt from the implementation of market opening, Cyprus plans full liberalisation for January
2014 and Estonia is presently finalising the implementation (which should be completed by January
2013). Regardless of the precise reasons, these three states are thus considered as not having
implemented the above mentioned regulatory framework.
With regard to market conditions
favourable for switching, only 11 EU
Member States have significantly high
switching rates of more than 2 % (Figure
10): Austria (5.9%), Belgium (4.7%), the
Czech Republic (5.2%), Denmark (5.5%),
Finland (11.6%), Germany (9.2%), Ireland
(27.6%), Italy (3.9%), Netherlands
(9.4%), Sweden (12.5%), and the United
Kingdom (16.6%) (Directorate-General
Health & Consumers 2010a: 81).
Altogether, only 11 states have both
implemented the regulatory framework
and have market conditions that are
favourable to switching. These states are
considered to be sufficiently liberalised for
submission to Filter 2 (Figure 9).

Non-EU Member States
EU Member States

FINLAND

11 MS passing Filter 1

NORWAY
SWEDEN
ESTONIA

LATVIA
DENMARK
LITHUANIA

IRELAND
UNITED
KINGDOM

NETHERLAND
POLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA
AUSTRIA

LUXEMBURG

UKRAINE

MOLDOVA
HUNGARY
FRANCE

SLOVENIA
ROMANIA
CROATIA SERBIA
BOSNIA and
HERZEGOVINA
UNMIK
BULGARIA
MONTENEGRO
FYR of
MARCEDONIA
ALBANIA

ITALY

SPAIN
PORTUGAL

GREECE

GEORGIA
ARMENIA
TURKEY

MALTA
CYPRUS

Figure 9: Exclusion of EU Member States in Filter 1. After
application of the filter, eleven Member States remain: AT,
BE, CZ, DE, DK, FI, GB, IE, IT, NL and SE.

the purpose of this study, and are retained for further
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Figure 10: Switching rates for domestic customers by EU Member State. Rates are aggregated for the period 2009–
2010. Only Member States that have switching rates above 2% are considered to have favourable market conditions
48
for switching. Reprint from Directorate-General Health & Consumers 2010b.

5.2 Filter 2: Socio-economic and regional criteria
In Filter 2, the study examined which of the Top 5-Member States retained after application of Filter
1 were most similar at the onset of their liberalisation to today’s EnC CP OC.
Table 4 shows these Top 5-Member States which are characterised by the lowest rank-sum across
the considered criteria. These are Austria (rank-sum of 6.52), Czech Republic (3.5), Finland (6.56),
Ireland (4.29) and Italy (4.30) (Figure 11).
Non-EU Member States
For these states, the similarities to the EnC
CP OC are high in regards to urban
population and gas consumption, and low
with regard to number of internet users.
For the remaining criteria no clear pattern
exists.

EU Member States

FINLAND

5 MS passing Filter 2

NORWAY
SWEDEN
ESTONIA

LATVIA
DENMARK
LITHUANIA

IRELAND
UNITED
KINGDOM

NETHERLAND
POLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA
AUSTRIA

LUXEMBURG

UKRAINE

MOLDOVA
HUNGARY
SLOVENIA
ROMANIA
CROATIA SERBIA
BOSNIA and
HERZEGOVINA
UNMIK
BULGARIA
MONTENEGRO
FYR of
MARCEDONIA
ALBANIA

In contrast, rank-sums are higher for the
remaining six states: Belgium (rank-sum of
6.60), Denmark (8.12), Germany (6.98),
Netherlands (7.72), Sweden (8.48) and
the United Kingdom (7.47) (Table 5).
Figure 11: Exclusion of EU Member States in Filter 2. After
FRANCE

ITALY

SPAIN

PORTUGAL

GREECE

GEORGIA

ARMENIA

TURKEY

MALTA

CYPRUS

application of the filter, five States remain: AT, CZ, FI, IE and IT.

48

Switching rates for 2011 were not available for all EU-Member States. VaasaETT 2012: 15 displays, however, rates for
most Member States in 2011, and those rates essentially conform to the rates displayed in Figure 10.
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Table 4: Top-5 EU Member States in Filter 2. Ranks are fractional ranks with values between 0 and 11. Data for the EnC CP OC average is for the period 2009-2011, data for the EU
Member States is for the period 1990-1999 (see Table 3 for details).
Criterion
Urban population [%]
Corruption Perceptions Index
Human Development Index
Telephone lines [per 100 people]
GDP per Capita, PPP [$]
Internet users [per 100 people]
Market share largest electr. producer [%]
Electricity consumption [kWh p. capita]
Gas consumption [m3 p. capita]
Weighted rank-sum

EnC CP
OC
Criterion
Austria
Czech Republic
Finland
Ireland
Italy
average weight Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
57.25
0.150
65.80
2.38
74.60
4.83
61.40
1.16
57.90
0.18
66.90
2.68
3.38
0.150
7.50
6.85
4.80
2.37
9.60
10.34
8.20
8.01
4.60
2.03
0.73
0.125
0.79
6.23
0.76
3.23
0.79
6.65
0.78
5.44
0.76
3.54
26.78
0.125
47.85
5.61
23.69
0.82
55.01
7.51
36.28
2.53
43.61
4.48
10,375
0.100
23,548
11.00
13,417
2.54
18,820
7.05
17,880
6.27
21,239
9.07
26.78
0.100
1.89
10.43
1.45
10.61
13.90
5.40
1.11
10.76
0.53
11.00
88.00
0.100
21.40
10.93
71.00
2.79
26.00
10.18
97.00
1.48
71.10
2.77
2,564
0.075
6,390
3.26
5,471
2.48
13,591
9.40
4,525
1.67
4,598
1.73
356
0.075
881
2.28
765
1.78
647
1.27
641
1.24
895
2.34

6.52

3.50

6.56

4.29

4.30

Table 5: Remaining six EU Member States in Filter 2. For further explanations refer to Table 4.
Criterion
Urban population [%]
Corruption Perceptions Index
Human Development Index
Telephone lines [per 100 people]
GDP per Capita, PPP [$]
Internet users [per 100 people]
Market share largest electr. producer [%]
Electricity consumption [kWh p. capita]
Gas consumption [m3 p. capita]
Weighted rank-sum

EnC CP
OC
Criterion
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
United Kingdom
average weight Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
Value
Rank
57.25
0.150
96.80
11.00
85.00
7.72
73.30
4.46
72.80
4.33
83.80
7.38
89.00
8.83
3.38
0.150
5.40
3.36
10.00 11.00
7.90
7.51
9.00
9.34
9.50
10.17
8.70
8.84
0.73
0.125
0.81
8.49
0.81
8.25
0.79
6.77
0.84
11.00
0.82
8.94
0.78
5.03
26.78
0.125
46.45
5.23
61.02
9.11
51.26
6.51
52.68
6.89
68.12
11.00
50.71
6.37
10,375
0.100
22,501
10.13
22,999 10.54
22,509
10.13
21,573
9.35
21,885
9.61
19,736
7.82
26.78
0.100
0.99
10.81
3.83
9.62
1.84
10.45
6.46
8.51
5.10
9.08
1.89 10.43
88.00
0.100
92.30
0.71
40.00
7.88
28.10
9.83
50.00
6.24
52.80
5.78
21.00
11.00
2,564
0.075
7,380
4.10
6,425
3.29
6,328
3.21
5,747
2.71
15,475
11.00
5,576
2.57
356
0.075
1.140
3.41
647
1.27
1.099
3.23
2.885
11.00
90
1.16
1.216
3.74

6.60

8.12

6.98

7.72

8.48

7.47
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5.3 Filter 3: Procedural criteria
In Filter 3, the study examined which of the Top 5-Member States performs best in respect to
customer friendliness and technical criteria of their switching procedure.
Table 6 shows the performance of the Top
Non-EU Member States
EU Member States
5-Member States. Here, the Czech
Best Practice:
Czech Republic
Republic attains the lowest rank-sum (24)
and is consequently chosen as Best
Practice (Figure 12). The Czech Republic
performs well across both technical and
customer friendliness criteria, mostly
ranking between the first rank and the third
rank. The Czech Republic is followed in the
rank-sum by Ireland (28) which similarly
performs well across the technical criteria,
but less well across the customer
friendliness criteria. Finland (32), Austria Figure 12: Identification of Czech Republic as the Best Practice
in Filter 3.
(45) and Italy (53) have higher rank-sums
and cannot match the performance of either the Czech Republic or Ireland across the criteria.
FINLAND

NORWAY

SWEDEN

ESTONIA

LATVIA

DENMARK

LITHUANIA

IRELAND

UNITED
KINGDOM

NETHERLAND

POLAND

GERMANY

BELGIUM

CZECH
REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA
AUSTRIA

LUXEMBURG

UKRAINE

MOLDOVA

FRANCE

HUNGARY
SLOVENIA
ROMANIA
CROATIA SERBIA
BOSNIA and
HERZEGOVINA
UNMIK
BULGARIA
MONTENEGRO
FYR of
MARCEDONIA
ALBANIA

ITALY

SPAIN

PORTUGAL

GREECE

GEORGIA

ARMENIA

TURKEY

MALTA

CYPRUS

In the following, switching procedures for each of the five Member States are discussed, starting
with the Czech Republic as the Best Practice (treated in greater detail) and followed by the four
remaining Member States in ascending order of their rank sum. Given that every procedure is
initiated by the customer signing a contract with the new supplier, this step will not explicitly be
mentioned henceforth.
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Table 6: Ranking of Top-5 Member States’ procedures. The focus is set on technical criteria and customer-friendliness.
49

Austria

Criteria

Value

Czech Republic
Rank

Value

Finland
Rank

Ireland

Value

Rank

Italy

Value

Rank

Value

Rank

Technical criteria
3.1
3.2

Duration until new supplier
receives confirmation
Deadline regulation

13 working days

5

9 working days

3

5 working days

1

5 calendar days

1

1 calendar day of
month
No

4

No

1

No

1

No

1

3

Yes

1

No

3

Yes

1

At least 12 calendar
days
1st calendar day of
month
No

3.3

Double registration regulation

3.4

Retroactive registration

No

1

No

1

No

1

No

1

No

1

3.5

Independent body

No

3

Yes

1

No

3

Yes

1

No

3

3.6

Data format

CSV

4

XML/EDIFACT

2

EDIFACT

3

XML

1

5

3.7

Transferability

No legally binding data
format
Low (Single Buyer)

3.8

Expected changes to procedure

3.9

Switch duration

3.10
3.11

Old contract termination by new
supplier
Perceived degree of comparability

3.12

Price comparison systems

3.13

Switch prevention by old supplier

3.14

Success rate

Yes, but may be
overruled by new
supplier
0.53

3.15

Complaint handling office

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

3.16

Perceived ease of switch

45%

4

54%

3

61%

st

4
4
3

High

1

High

1

High

1

Low (only one DSO)

4

Yes (introduction of
independent body)

4

None

1

Yes (harmonisation of
Nordic energy market)

3

None

1

Yes (introduction of
independent body)

4
4

15 working days

3

10 working days

1

14 calendar days

1

20 calendar days50

4

31 calendar days

5

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

1

5.6

5

6.2

2

6.1

3

6.8

1

6

4

NRA, commercial

1

NRA, commercial

1

NRA, commercial

1

commercial

5

NRA, commercial

1

1

Yes, but may be
overruled by new
supplier
0.63

1

Yes, if minimum term
contract

5

No

3

No

3

3

0.65

2

0.98

1

0.51

5

1

Yes

1

Yes

1

2

92%

1

39%

5

Customer friendliness criteria

Rank-sum

4

45

24

32

28

53

49

New switching models are being planned in Austria and Italy, but not in operation yet. Implementation is expected for 2013. Thus, the assessment in this report reflects the old models.
Electric Ireland 2012, the largest energy supplier in Ireland and a subsidiary within the ESB Group, indicates a switch duration of 20 days. The shortest theoretical duration is five days. As
personal conversation with the MRSO (05/12/2012) revealed, the latter case rarely pertains. In case the customer reading is not transferred to the MRSO within 3 days, scheduled reading
becomes due which only takes place every two months. A sensitivity analysis showed that even if a five-day-period is assumed, the overall ranking remains unchanged.

50
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5.3.1 Best Practice: Czech Republic
Description of the procedure51

Figure 13: Czech switching procedure. Based on Czech Energy Regulatory Office [of the Czech Republic] 2012.

A key feature of the switching procedure in the Czech Republic is the independent body, i.e. the
market operator ‘Operátor trhu s elektřinou’ (OTE,
“Electricity and Gas Market Operator”). Being
Info box: Switching causes in the Czech
Republic
owned by the Czech State it was originally
established in 2001 to fulfil a variety of functions
The most important reason for customer
(see “Excursus I” below). Since 2006, this includes
switching in the Czech Republic is the
the processing of all data pertinent to customer
expectation to get a better deal (61%), followed
switching (OTE, a.s. 2011).52 The OTE is thus an
by switching in response to advice (17%) and
additional participant in the switching procedure
poor customer service (10%). Interestingly, no
besides the customer, the DSO and the old and
customers tried to switch for environmental
friendliness, billing problems or interruptions in
new supplier.
supply (such reasons can be found in other EU
member states) (Directorate-General Health &
Consumers 2010a).

The Czech switching procedure applies to both
domestic and non-domestic customers (Figure
13), regardless of whether customers are

51

The description of the switching procedure in the Czech Republic is based on the Energy Regulatory Office [of the
Czech Republic] 2012. Detailed information on the processes (such as manuals, message formats, and templates) is
available at OTE’s website (OTE, a.s. 2012b).

52

In addition to processing data for customer switching in the electricity market, the OTE also processes data for
switching in the gas market.
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connected to the distribution grid or the transmission grid.53 Following initiation by the customer,
the new supplier sends out two requests, namely a request to the OTE for a switch to the new
supplier (“switching request“) and a request to the DSO for the distribution of electricity from the
new supplier (“distribution request”).54 These requests may be sent no earlier than four months and
no later than the tenth working day prior to the intended switch day. This implies that the customer
has to wait at least ten working days for the initiated switch to be executed.
The switching request is sent to the OTE,
either via the user interface on the OTE’s
website or via the specified message formats
Registration number of the supplier
XML or EDIFACT, containing key data of the
Type of new contract for the supply of electricity
Intended switch date
request. The OTE informs the DSO, the new
Duration of the legal relationship established by
supplier and the old supplier about the switch
the contract
request within 26 hours of having received
Business name or name, registered office or place
the request.55 Subsequently, both the DSO
of business, and identification number of the
and the old supplier check within the next five
subject of settlement which is responsible for the
working days whether there are reasons to
respective meter points
deny the request. If no objections arise, the
Numerical identification codes of the meter points
OTE then registers the successful switch and
Identification of the switching request according
notifies the DSO, the new supplier and the
to § 11a of the Energy Act
old supplier about the registration until
56
(08:00 of) the working day before the intended switch day.
Info box: Information in the switching request

The switching request may be terminated as follows (Figure 14):
The new supplier may ask the OTE to terminate the switching request until (14:00 of) the
second working day before the intended switch day. Subsequently, the OTE always
terminates the switching request and informs the old supplier and the DSO about the
termination.
The old supplier may object by submitting a request for suspension of the switching
process until (18:00 of) the fifth working day prior to the intended switch day, in case a still
valid old contract exists, or if the market participant expresses the wish to stop the switch.
However, in the former case the new supplier may object to the suspension by providing a

53

For sake of simplicity, in the following we only refer to distribution grids and DSOs. All information given applies equally
to transmission grids and the TSO (only one TSO exists in the Czech Republic).
54

More specifically, the customer can choose between two contracting alternatives. Firstly, he may sign two separate
contracts, one with the new supplier for electricity supply and one with the DSO for distribution services. Secondly, as
described in the text, he may sign a so-called agreement on bundled electricity supply services with the new supplier, which
comprises both the supply of electricity and the distribution services. The switching procedure is essentially not affected
by the choice between alternatives. The study here focuses on the latter alternative as it is the more convenient one from
the customer’s perspective.

55

Also, the concerned subjects of settlement (old, new, and other, where appropriate) are constantly involved in the
communication process.
56

Switching regulations in the Czech Republic are very specific with regard to deadlines. The study mentioned hourly
deadlines in brackets where appropriate.
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written statement in which the customer expresses his wish to change the supplier. If the
new supplier does so, he always overrules the requested suspension by the old supplier.57
The OTE will terminate any switching request that is currently processed if it receives a
new request concerning the same meter point. This double registration occurs when the
customer signs an additional contract with another new supplier prior to completion of the
presently processed switching request. The respective new supplier, old supplier and DSO
involved in the earlier switch request are informed about the termination.

Figure 14: Czech switching procedure including major objections that may lead to termination. Based on Energy
Regulatory Office [of the Czech Republic] 2012.

The distribution request is sent to the DSO. The DSO verifies whether any reasons for refusal of the
distribution request exist (see Info box “Reasons for refusal of the distribution request”). If there are
none, the DSO informs the new supplier of the approval of the distribution request until (18:00 of)
the fifth working day prior to the intended switch day.
The distribution request may be terminated if the DSO refuses it (Figure 14). In that case, he informs
the new supplier of said refusals in time for the new supplier to rectify them until (14:00 of) the fifth
working day prior to the intended switch day.

57

In the Czech procedure, debt to an old supplier is not a reason for objection by the old supplier in the switching process.
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Info box: Reasons for refusal of the distribution request
Clear identification of the market participant (name, surname, and date of birth; or business
name) and thus assignment of an identification code to the meter point is not possible
Respective meter point is not included in the request for the conclusion or negotiation of changes
to the framework agreement for the distribution of electricity
Billing address of market participant is not included
No request for conclusion of a contract or negotiation of changes to the current contract is
received (in cases where it is required)
Requested capacity (which has to be requested in the switch request) is higher than the reserved
capacity specified in the connection agreement
Distribution request contains a beginning date of distribution of electricity that is earlier or later
than intended switch date of the switching request

Excursus I: Organisational structure and operating procedures of the OTE
As mentioned above, the OTE was established in 2001 and became active in 2002. The scope of its
functions grew gradually and includes since 2006 the processing of customer switching and since
2010 the operation of the gas market. Altogether, its core functions are defined by several
decrees58 and include specifically the
“[…] calculation of imbalances between contracted and actual (metered) electricity and gas
values, administration of the change of supplier process for end-consumers in these
commodities, and operation of the platform for organised short-term trading in electricity
and gas where OTE acts as the central counter-party to closed deals. In addition, [the OTE
fulfils the] role of the administrator of the Czech National Registry for Greenhouse Gas
Emission Allowance Trading” (OTE 2011: 16).
Organisational structure
The market operator OTE has an exclusive 25-year licence to fulfil the role of the independent body.
It is organised as a joint-stock company in which the Czech State is owner of all shares.59 The
shareholder rights are exercised by the Czech Ministry of Industry and Trade. All of its terms and
conditions are determined by the Czech energy regulatory authority.
In 2011, its total revenues amounted to 17,351,339 Czech Koruna60, of which 2.4% (410,628
Koruna) derived from sales of services including the coordination of customer switching61.62
Revenues for switching services derive from fees which are determined by the energy regulatory

58

The decrees include Act No. 458/2000 Coll. (Energy Act) and Act No. 695/2004 Coll. as amended.

59

Organisational structure of the OTE is described in detail in OTE, a.s. 2011.

60

st

On the 31 December 2011, this corresponded to 674,630 Euro (calculated at www.oanda.com, accessed on 26
November 2012).
61

th

Figures for revenues from customer switching services alone are not available.

62

The bulk of revenues (16,749,545 Koruna) are declared “as revenues from imbalances and from short-term markets”
(OTE, a.s. 2011: 8) and include revenues for organising electricity and gas trading.
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authority and which are charged of each customer as part of the regulated energy prices (which
also include, inter alia, grid fees).
Operating procedures
As of 2011, the OTE has a staff of 32, not all of which (due to the many responsibilities of the OTE)
are responsible for issues relating to customer switching. Administration of customer switching
within the OTE is achieved with the help of the Data Service Center, an extensive information
system that gathers and provides all necessary data. The degree of automation is high, with most
processes being handled by the information systems without the need of human intervention.
Detailed information on operating processes as well as on the electricity and gas market
organisation are made available to market participants via the website and the hotline of the OTE.
Excursus II: Supplier of Last Resort
In the Czech Republic a Supplier of Last Resort exists for electricity and gas and is designated
directly by law (the Energy Act). Namely, this is the electricity (gas) trader that was originally part
of the vertically integrated energy company that today represents the electricity (gas) DSO in the
area in which the meter point is located. The Supplier of Last Resort is specifically responsible for
supplying customers if they cannot find a supplier on the market, their old supplier went bankrupt,
their old contract expired, or they moved without choosing a new supplier. The duration of supply
by a Supplier of Last Resort is limited to six months.
Assessment of the procedure
The Czech switching procedure performs well across the technical criteria, especially related to the
following aspects:
While the introduction of an independent body (i.e. market operator OTE) as an additional
participant may seem to increase complexity of the switching procedure, it actually
presents a simplification since the independent body allows for a comprehensive and
transparent organisation of all information flows.
The transferability of the procedure is high as it is not attuned to special requirements such
as the presence of a single DSO (as in Ireland, see below) or of a single buyer (as in Italy,
see below).
A switch is possible at any day of the week. This reduces the need for market participants
to provide capacity for executing all switches simultaneously at a given deadline (e.g. at the
end of the calendar month).
The data file format for all exchanges between market participants (excluding the
customer) is regulated. More specifically, this data format is XML, but EDIFACT is also
permitted.
Conflicts arising from double registration are regulated since the OTE always terminates
any earlier requests that are still being processed.
The individual processes of the switching procedure are transparently communicated to
market participants. Communication occurs via a comprehensive document library
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available on the OTE’s website. This facilitates, inter alia, the entry of new companies into
the electricity market.
Retroactive registration is not possible which simplifies the procedure considerably.
No changes to the procedure are scheduled for the near future.
Likewise, the procedure performs well across a range of customer friendliness criteria, especially
related to the following aspects:
With a de jure duration of 10 working days customer switching is executed very swiftly, both
to the advantage of the customer and the new supplier.63
The customer only interacts with one market participant, namely the new supplier. On
behalf of the customer, the new supplier may then interact with all other participants.
Information on suppliers is transparently communicated to the customer. Communication
takes place via a price comparison system that is provided on the website of the regulatory
office as well as on websites by commercial providers.
A central complaint office exists, where customers may turn to with all complaints
regarding the switch. This office is located at the regulatory authority.64
Even though the old supplier may object to the switch, he may be overruled by the new
supplier if the latter can produce explicit proof that the customer wishes to switch.
The procedure performs less well with regard to notification time of the new supplier, success rate
and perceived ease of switching. Performance for notification time is negligible since differences in
that time between the Top 5-Member States are on a scale of days and thus quite small.
Performance with regard to the success rate of 0.63 appears to be more worrisome, especially
since Ireland achieves a rate of 0.98. However, the Irish rate is likely inflated (see explanations for
the Irish procedure), and a more reasonable reference figure is the EU Member States’ average of
0.61. Thus, compared to this figure, the Czech procedure performs above average. The
performance for perceived ease of switch is with only 54% indeed low. However, this disadvantage
of the procedure may easily be fixed by providing customers with better information on the
procedure.
Altogether, the Czech procedure has many advantages which are consequently reflected in its
choice as Best Practice model. Also, it is well-tested since it has been operational for years.

63

This duration is notably shorter than the three weeks prescribed in the Third Internal Package.

64

The obligation for independent complaint handling mechanisms derives from Directive 2009/72/EC Art. 3 No. 13.
Further recommendations, such as an one-stop-shop ombudsman for customers, are made in ERGEG 2010.
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5.3.2 Ireland
Description of the procedure65 66

Figure 15: Irish switching procedure. Based on Retail Market Design Service (RMDS) 2012.

Similarly to the Czech Republic, Ireland also introduced an independent body (market operator),
namely the Meter Registration System Operator (MRSO) (Figure 15). The MRSO was established in
2000 for central registration and data management and coordinates since 2005 the information
flows in the switch process. Unlike the Czech OTE, however, the Irish MRSO does not truly operate
independently from other market participants: it is a ring-fenced subsidiary of ESB Networks Ltd.,
the only DSO in Ireland (which is effectively state-owned), and its operating protocols are closely
intertwined with the DSO.67 68
The Irish procedure applies to both domestic and non-domestic customers. After initiation, the new
supplier requests the switch, specifically by requesting the registration of the meter point with the

65

The description of the switching procedure in Ireland is based on the Retail Market Design Service (RMDS) 2012.
Market Design V9.2.
66

The Irish procedure is notable for its many check loops. For simplicity’s sake, the study mentioned only the most
relevant checks. A complete overview of these loops is given in the document Market Process for Change of Supplier –
NQH (Non-Quaterly Hour) Metered which is available from the website of the Irish Energy Regulation
(http://www.cer.ie).

67

Another ring-fenced portion of ESB Networks is the Retail Market Design Service that provides all information
pertaining to the structural design of the electricity market, including detailed descriptions of the switching procedure
(http://www.rmdservice.com/about_us.htm).
68

A further difference to the OTE is that the MRSO is not responsible for customer switching in the gas market. That
responsibility it fulfilled by the Gas Point Registration Operator (GPRO).
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MRSO. Following the initial request, the switch is typically executed within 20 days. This implies
that customers have to wait 20 days at most for the execution of their switch request.
The MRSO then validates the request. If no objections arise, the MRSO informs the old supplier on
the reception of the request and the new supplier on the acceptance of the registration.
Subsequently, the MRSO also validates whether a current meter reading is available. If this is not
the case (as happens, for example, if the intended switching day does not occur on the twomonthly meter reading day that is common in Ireland) the MRSO requests such a meter reading
from the DSO.69 Finally, the MRSO confirms the successful switch and transmits the current meter
reading to both the new and old supplier.
Assessment of the procedure
The Irish procedure performs as well as the Czech procedure in almost all of the technical criteria,
for the same reasons already mentioned in the previous discussion of the latter procedure.
Moreover, the data format is limited to XML and thus does not leave participants the choice of
using a deviating format. It performs worse in particular due to the ring-fenced structure of the
MRSO within the only DSO where both MRSO and DSO access the same database. Although there
are requirements for business separation and ring-fencing that restrict the access to the sensitive
data with respect to the market role, it seems questionable whether the MRSO as implemented (i.e.
with strong connections to the one particular DSO in Ireland) may readily operate in a market with
more than one DSO.
The Irish procedure also performs well in half of the customer friendliness criteria. Especially the
perceived ease of the procedure is with 92% exceedingly high. Likewise high is the success rate
with 0.98. The height of this rate (relative to the rates of the other Top 5-Member States) is due
mainly because of non-existent objection possibilities in the Irish procedure (such objections are, in
principle, a major reason for denial of switching requests). For example, in Ireland the old supplier
may not object to switches even in case of minimum term contracts (instead, customers pay an
automatic fee to the old supplier if their contract was still in the minimum term). This entails that
the success rate is necessarily higher than in other Top 5-Member States like the Czech Republic
where such objections are possible. The Irish procedure also does not perform well with respect to
the switch duration which may amount to 20 days. Similarly, it does not perform well with respect
to aforementioned (non-existent) objection possibilities of the old supplier. Instead of objecting to
switches, the old supplier automatically fines customers for a premature termination of the old
contract. Finally, the procedure performs less well since the regulatory authority does not provide a
platform for comparing suppliers, albeit such a price comparison system is made available by
commercial providers.

69

This is thus the only step by which the DSO may be involved in customer switching.
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5.3.3 Finland
Description of the procedure70
Customer

New supplier

New contract

DSO

Old supplier

Switch request

D -14 days

Notification of switch
request
D -12 w.days

Confirmation of switch
request

Validation

D -10 w.days

Confirmation of switch
request
D -09 w.days
D

Confirmation of switch
request
Start of supply

Figure 16: Finnish switching procedure. Based on Finnish Energy Industries 2009.

The Finnish switching procedure is straightforward and deviates only little from the basic procedure
introduced in Chapter 2 (Figure 16). It applies to both domestic and non-domestic customers.
Subsequent to initiation by the customer, the new supplier immediately sends a switch request to
the DSO. The request has to be sent at least 14 calendar days71 before the intended switch day, thus
implying that the customer has to wait for at least the same duration for the execution of the
switch.
The DSO in turn forwards the switch request to the old supplier within the next two working days.
This request simultaneously counts as the termination request of the old contract on behalf of the
customer.
The old supplier then checks within two workings days whether the duration of the old contract
already exceeds the minimum contract period. If this is the case, the old supplier terminates the old
contract and informs the DSO. The DSO in turn confirms the switch request to the new supplier
within five working days of having received the initial switch request.

70

The description of the switching procedure in Finland is based on the Finnish Energy Industries 2009. Message
exchange procedural instructions.

71

If meter works are required, the minimum notification period is extended to 30 days before the start of the contract.
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Assessment of the procedure
The Finnish procedure performs well in half of the technical criteria, namely in duration until the
new supplier receives confirmation, where it ties with Ireland for the shortest duration of five days
only. It also performs well with regard to deadline regulations, where a switch is possible any day of
the week, and with regard to retroactive registration and transferability. It performs less well in the
remaining technical criteria where it achieves the third rank throughout. Of special notice are the
expected changes to the procedure: Finland forms – together with the remaining Nordic countries
(i.e. Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden) – NordREG which aims at complete harmonisation of
the Nordic energy markets until 2015 (NordREG 2012: 4-11). Thus, key features to the Finnish
procedure are expected to change in the coming years.
Regarding customer friendliness criteria the procedure performs well with regard to switch
duration, complaint handling office and especially price comparison system. The system, which is
provided by the regulatory authority, is used extensively by household customers with 10 million
visits in the period 2006–2010 (Market Authority, Finland 2011: 4). The Finnish procedure also
performs well with regard to success rate (with a value of 0.65) and perceived ease of switching
(61%). By contrast, it performs poorly with regard to prevention of the switch by the old supplier
since contracts may not be terminated prematurely within the minimum contract period.
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5.3.4 Austria
Description of the procedure72
Customer
New contract
Deadline
(D -15 days)

New supplier

DSO

Old supplier

Switch requests
(via switching list)
Validation
of requests
Notification of
switch requests

Notification of
switch requests

D -11

Validation

Confirmation of
switch requests
D -2
D
1st of month

Start of supply

Figure 17: Austrian switching procedure. Based on information provided in Energie-Control Austria 2011.

The Austrian switching procedure (Figure 17) conforms closely to the reduced form detailed in
Chapter 2. It applies to both domestic and non-domestic customers.
After initiation, the new supplier sends a switch request to the DSO. Hereunto, the DSO uses the
so-called switching list, a unique feature of the Austrian procedure. In this list the new supplier
compiles the data of all customers with whom he concluded a new contract in the previous month.
The list is then transferred electronically to the DSO, typically 15 working days before the end of the
month (Energie-Control Austria 2011). The switches are then executed (if no objections arise) on
the first calendar day of the subsequent month. Customers thus have to wait at least 15 working
days until the execution of the switch.
The DSO validates the switching list within 4 working days by checking whether each customer
entry in the list is complete and unambiguously identifiable. Any entry that does not fulfil these
requirements is deleted from the current list. Deleted entries are referred back to the new supplier
for correction which delays the switch for these entries for an entire month. The DSO then sends
the switching list to the new supplier no later than 11 working days prior to the intended switch day.
Simultaneously, the DSO compiles and sends a separate switching list to the old supplier. That list

72

The description of the switching procedure in Austria is based on the Energie-Control Austria 2011.
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contains only entries for those customers that have a contract with that old supplier (which may
include entries initially submitted by various new suppliers).
The old supplier subsequently validates the switching list within three working days by checking for
possible objections which may arise, for example, from non-terminable contracts. If no objections
arise, no further actions are necessary on behalf of the old supplier. The DSO then simply confirms
the switch to the new supplier by sending him a final switch list until the second working day before
the intended switch day.
The Austrian procedure is expected to change soon since an independent body (named
“ENERGYlink”) is scheduled to start operating in the near future. This independent body will be
operated by the existing clearing and settlement entities (CISMO 2012).
Assessment of the procedure
With the exception of retroactive registration and transferability, the Austrian procedure does not
perform well across the technical criteria. Especially notable in this regard is the duration until the
new supplier receives confirmation, which is with 15 working days relatively long; the existence of
monthly deadline regulations, which may delay the process for a whole month; and the data format
which is set in the error-prone CSV-format. Finally, as mentioned above, major changes to the
procedure are planned for 2013 when an independent body is scheduled for implementation.
By comparison, the procedure performs well across half of the customer friendliness criteria,
namely old contract termination, price comparison systems, switch prevention and complaint
handling office. In contrast, the perceived degree of comparability is low (with 5.6), as is the
success rate (0.53) and the perceived ease of the procedure (45%).
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5.3.5 Italy
Description of the procedure73
Customer

New supplier

DSO

New contract

Old supplier

Notification of
termination
Switch request

D -30

Validation
D -27 days

D -24 days

D -18 days

Confirmation of switch

D - 6 days

Provision of technical data

D

Start of supply

Figure 18: Italian switching procedure. Based on information provided by AEEG.

The Italian switching procedure (Figure 18) is a variant of the reduced procedure introduced in
Chapter 2. The procedure principally applies to both domestic and non-domestic customers.
After initiation, the new supplier sends a switch request to the DSO. He also sends a notification
thereof to the old supplier who cannot object to the switch at any stage of the process. The switch
request has to be sent at least an entire month before the intended date of switching, implying that
the customer has to wait at least one month for the execution of the switch.
The DSO validates the request and confirms it, if no objections arise, until the 18th calendar day74
prior to the intended switch day. Subsequently, the DSO sends all technical data regarding the
customer’s meter point to the new supplier until the sixth calendar day prior to the intended
switching date. The old supplier will be informed of the confirmed switch request by having access
to data regarding settlement.
The Italian procedure is expected to change soon since an independent body (named “SII –
Integrated Information System”) is scheduled to start operating in the near future. This
73

The description of the switching procedure in Italy is based on information provided by the Autorità per l’energia
elettrica e il gas (AEEG) and on personal correspondence with the AEEG.
74

Deadlines are not counted backwards from the intended switch day in the Italian regulations. However, for the sake of
comparability to the other procedures, the study converted the original deadlines, assuming a 30-day month. Thus, for
th
example, the original deadline “until the 12 calendar day of the month preceding the switch” is converted to “until the
th
18 calendar day prior to the intended switch day”.
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independent body will coordinate customer switching and hold a range of other responsibilities,
such as registration of meter points.75
Assessment of the procedure
The Italian procedure does not perform well across the technical criteria, especially in four which
are noted in the following.
Firstly, more than one supplier exists in the Italian electricity market, but the market is
nonetheless dominated by a single buyer structure. In fact, 83% of domestic customers
purchase electricity from the single buyer in 2011 instead of from alternative suppliers
(AEEG 2012a: table 2.25; own calculations).
Secondly, as mentioned above, the procedure is expected to change soon.
Thirdly, the deadline regulation includes monthly deadlines which may considerably delay
the process.76
Fourthly, the data format is not regulated which allows for a range of (potentially
incompatible) formats to be used (ERGEG 2008).
The Italian procedure also underperforms with respect to customer friendliness criteria. Most
notable are the low success rate (0.51), the low perceived ease of switching (39%), the low
perceived degree of comparability (6.0) and the switch duration (at least 31 calendar days).77

75

The independent body (market operator) will be operated by the single buyer. Incidentally, the single buyer also
operates the complaint handling office and is thus invested with a range of possible conflicting responsibilities.
76

Once the SII is operational, the duration of switches should conform to the maximum switch duration of three weeks as
requested by the Third Internal Market Package.
77

The Italian energy regulator issued a resolution addressing the standardisation of information flows between the DSO
and the supplier (Autorità per l’energia elettrica e il gas 2012b), prescribing the use of the XML format. However, this
resolution will enter into force not before January 2013.
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6 Results: Delta Analysis
Inspecting the results pertaining to the three criteria concerning communication means (i.e. the
number of telephone lines, mobile phone subscriptions and internet usage) one finds that most EnC
CP OC are actually better than the Best Practice with regard to number of telephone lines (Table 7).
By contrast, in regard to mobile phone subscriptions all EnC CP OC perform significantly worse
than the Best Practice (122 subscriptions), except for Croatia (116 subscriptions per 100 people),
Montenegro (185 subscriptions), Serbia (125 subscriptions) and Ukraine (123 subscriptions).
Likewise, in relation to internet usage only Croatia (70.5 user per 100 people) does not perform
significantly worse than the Best Practice (72.9 users). Thus, furthering the extension of
communication structures is an important precondition that many EnC CP OC should fulfil.
With regard to the number of suppliers one may observe that most EnC CP OC have indeed more
than one supplier, i.e. all EnC CP OP except Georgia, UNMIK and Montenegro (Table 7). Thus, this
precondition is predominantly fulfilled. However, with respect to the remaining two criteria,
preconditions are predominantly not fulfilled, i.e. most EnC CP OC have not unbundled supply and
distribution and/or have not deregulated customer end-prices (Table 7). 78
Altogether, there appears to be great need for fulfilling crucial switching preconditions, especially
with respect to unbundling and price deregulation throughout almost all EnC CP OC. Even though
some countries such as Turkey already have active switching procedures, fulfilling these
preconditions would considerably enhance the quality of their procedures.

78

A detailed treatment of the three criteria mentioned in this paragraph can be found in the Energy Community’s Annual
Implementation Report of the Acquis (Energy Community Secretariat 2012b) and in a study by the Energy Community on
price regulation in the Energy Community (Energy Community Secretariat 2012a).
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Table 7: Comparison of Energy Community to the Best Practice in the Delta Analysis. Criteria for which a given country performs significantly worse (in case of cardinal criteria:
displays values 10% or more below those of the Best Practice) than the Best Practice are shaded in light grey.
Criterion

BP (CZ)

AL

AR

BA

FYR of
Macedonia

GE

HR

Kosovo*

MD

ME

RS

TR

UA

Telephone lines
(p. 100 people)
Mobile phone
subscriptions (p.
100 people)
Internet users (p.
79
100 people)
Unbundling of
80
DSO & supplier
More than one
81
supplier
Deregulation of
customer end82
prices

21

11

19

25

20

31

40

4

33

27

37

21

28

122

96

104

85

109

102

116

16

105

185

125

89

123

72.9

49

15.3

60

56.7

35.3

70.5

10

37.8

40

47.2

42.1

30.3

U

NU

U

NU

NU

NU

U

NU

NU

NU

NU

NU

NU

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public supplier
increasingly
regulates prices
towards market
price; all
customers
choose their
supplier freely

Price
regulation by
public
supplier

Single
buyer
model

79

Competitive
market

Single buyer Price All customers Public supply at
Price
model
regula- (except one)
regulated
regula(except for tion by are supplied at
prices
tion by
nonthe
regulated
(exception:
the NRA
household
NRA
prices.
large
customers)
customers
connected to
the
transmission
network)

By public End-user
Regulated
utility
price for prices though
tariff cus- substantial
tomers is competition
reguat retail level
lated by
the NRA

Single
buyer
model

Sources: The World Bank 2012a, 2012c, 2012b; For UNMIK see Kosovo Agency of Statistics 2011.

80

Data are generally drawn from Energy Community Secretariat 2012b. Further sources: TR: Ozan 2012: 54. AR: Erdogdu 2010: 27; EBRD 2012: 11; own survey among NRAs. CZ and GE:
Own survey among NRAs.

81

Sources: Own survey among NRAs. In Armenia one independent supplier exists. For Montenegro see Energy Community Secretariat 2012b.

82

Data are generally drawn from Energy Community Secretariat 2012a. Further sources: CZ: European Parliament 2010: 21, 26. AL: Pöyry Management Consulting/Nord Pool Management
Consulting 2010: 67. AR: Public Services Regulatory Commission of Armenia 2012: 8. BA: Pöyry Management Consulting/Nord Pool Management Consulting 2010: 67. GE: Georgian
National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory Commission 2012: 6. TR: Cooke 2011: 43; EPDK: 28; Hergüner et al. 2011: 349.
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7

Recommendations

Based on the Best Practice Analysis, Delta Analysis and consultation of specialists in the field of
customer switching, the study proposes three sets of recommendations (Table 8, Figure 19).
Firstly, Basic Recommendations give advice for the creation of a competitive framework
necessary for any customer switching procedure. This framework specifically ensures that
new suppliers enter the markets and that customers may indeed freely choose their
supplier.
Secondly, Procedure-specific Recommendations give advice for the implementation of the
specific procedure that is realised in the Best Practice model of the Czech Republic.
And finally, Procedural Recommendations give advice on concrete measures that should be
taken to ensure that the first two sets of recommendations are readily realised and that all
upcoming challenges will be met.

Basic Recommendations (Chapter 7.1)
1. Energy market associations should be created
2. The Third Internal Market Package should be converted into national legislation swiftly
3. Liberalisation of gas markets should aim at import diversification
4. Unbundling should proceed swiftly and with well-defined market roles
5. Integration of the customer switching procedure to up- and downstream processes should be ensured
6. Supplier of Last Resort should be designated by a call for tenders
7. Customer’s debts to old suppliers should not allow for objections by the old supplier
8. Confidential treatment of personal customer data should meet respective requirements of the European Union
9. Full meter penetration should be ensured
10.Prices should be de-regulated in order to be cost-reflective
11. Standard contracts should be developed
12.High coverage of bi-directional communication infrastructure should be promoted
13.Information for customers should be provided through different information channels
14.New suppliers should be attracted to the market

Procedure-specific Recommendations (Chapter 7.2)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Information streams should be coordinated by a market operator
Conflict scenarios should be well-defined
Customer switches should be executed within 10 working days
The data format in use should be XML
Data security should be ensured by up-to-date transfer and access protocols
There should be one point of contact for customers only

Procedural Recommendations (Chapter 7.3)
1.
2.
3.
4.

The implementation process should be monitored
Business consequences should be analyzed and other market participants should be consulted
Business infrastructure and processes should be implemented
Strategies to deal with the reformed market design should be developed

Table 8: Overview of all recommendations.
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7.1 Basic Recommendations: Creating the framework for a switching
procedure
Precondition for a well-working customer switching procedure is that the legislative framework,
infrastructure and communication means have to be realised. To that end, twelve Basic
Recommendations are proposed.

Basic Recommendation 1: Energy market associations should be created
Energy markets that are at the onset of their liberalisation often lack structures to communicate the
market participants’ view on energy related topics to policy makers and to the public so that a
societal consensus on the development of the sector may be reached.
Thus, if such structures are non-existent, market participants should create them in the form of
distinct associations for the energy industry. In these associations, market participants may
exchange their views on energy related topics, achieve consensus pertaining to the industry’s
stance and enter with this consensus into a dialog with policy makers and the public. The creation
of these associations should respect the unbundling issues that result in different interests of e.g.
DSOs and suppliers. Different interests should be represented by autonomous institutions.

Basic Recommendation 2: The Third Internal Market Package should be converted
into national legislation swiftly
While presently underway and to be implemented until 1 January 2015, the conversion of the
directives of the Third Internal Market Package into national legislation has not yet been completed.
Thus, given that this conversion is an essential precondition for a well-working switching
procedure, each EnC CP OC should pass primary and secondary legislation as well as process
descriptions that determine exactly how the switching procedure is defined. In general, each
country should realise the following:
A) Primary legislation should be passed
Laws should be passed that define market roles, especially that of the DSO and the
supplier, that are separated and independent from each other. Laws will further have to
describe the main rights and responsibilities of each market participant, such as the general
obligations to allow customer switching, the time that a customer switching process may
last and the information that will have to be transferred among the market participants.
B) Secondary legislation should be passed
Based on the framework of well-defined primary legislation, secondary legislation in the
form of decrees should be passed by the respective ministries in charges and regulatory
authorities. These decrees, which can be passed much more easily and swiftly than laws,
set detailed rules on how the switching procedure is to be implemented. The decrees may,
for example, regulate grid access or payments. In this context, it should especially be
ensured that those public service obligation rules are abolished that exceed the necessary
level and limit customers´ interest in participating in a competitive market.
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Because registration procedures that grant eligibility licences to customers impair market
processes in liberalised markets, it should be ensured that no such procedures are
contained in secondary legislation.
C) Process descriptions should be developed
These descriptions give detailed advice on how the switching procedure will have to be
further developed within each country. Process descriptions should normally be issued by
the regulatory authorities and should be the result of an intensive dialogue with official
industry representatives or with associations as described in Basic Recommendation 1.
In this context, all relevant aspects of customer switching should be contained in a set of
closely connected paragraphs that ensure accessibility of the legislation. However, these
paragraphs do not need to form a separate (legislative) document but may be contained in
an already existing document. For example, the Czech switching rules are contained as
Paragraphs 30, 30a and30b in Decree 541 which stipulates a range of electricity market
rules.

Basic Recommendation 3: Liberalisation of gas markets should aim at import
diversification
In many grid-based gas markets, gas is imported from only one source by only one importer. As a
consequence, gas prices in such markets are typically homogeneous since customer gas prices
offered by national suppliers are largely determined by the import price. Thus, heterogeneous
prices, which are an important incentive for customer switching, are not enabled.
To ensure heterogeneity in gas prices, the EnC CP OC should aim at ensuring that gas is imported
from more than one source and by more than one importer.

Basic Recommendation 4: Unbundling should proceed swiftly and with welldefined market roles
Unbundling is a central requirement of the Internal Market Packages. It results in new market roles
with new scope of action, function, processes and interface with other market roles.
Thus, while underway in most EnC CP OC, unbundling should be transformed into practice swiftly,
including the break-up of the formerly vertically integrated companies into separate market
participants with separate market roles. Each market role and its interface with other roles have to
be defined clearly. In this context, close attention should be given to the market roles of DSO and
supplier in order to avoid any conflicts of interest so that non-discriminatory market access can be
ensured for new market-entering suppliers.

Basic recommendation 5: Integration of the customer switching procedure into upand downstream processes should be ensured
Customer switching procedures are integrated into a complex web of up- and downstream
processes such as balancing, capacity management, metering and billing (see Chapter 2).
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In this context, EnC CP OC should ensure that relevant up- and downstream processes are attuned
to the switching procedure in both gas and electricity markets. Precisely what measures should be
taken depends on the market that is considered. In line with the processes mentioned in Chapter 2,
the following sub-recommendations are given:
A) Balancing should be ensured
Both in electricity and gas markets, balancing should be ensured to provide for correct
billing between balancing groups. To that end, master data files should be kept and
constantly updated and monitored. More specifically, each switch has to be correctly
indicated in these files. Special attention should be paid to RAM-customers whose
switching may impact greatly on a given balancing group.
B) Capacity management should be conducted
In the gas market, switches may influence the actual capacity requirements. Thus, DSOs
should actively monitor and manage network capacity. To that end, DSOs should analyse
the potential effect of switches, especially those of RAM-customer, with respect to start of
supply (e.g. new grid connection, reopening of supply, change to gas supply) and end of
supply (e.g. permanent closing of grid connection, change to other energy forms of supply).
If necessary the DSOs should take measures which even may, if grid stability and security
of supply are threatened, result in prohibition of the switches.
C) Metering should be attuned to customer switching
In both electricity and gas markets it should be ensured that the metering schedule
conforms closely to the needs of the switching procedure. Specifically, it should be ensured
that any switching request of the customer is accompanied by correct and timely meter
data to ensure that consumption is allocated to the old and the new supplier appropriately
(which may require extra readings).
D) Billing should be attuned to customer switching
In both electricity and gas markets, the invoice should clearly and separately display all
billing elements, that is grid-related costs, supply charges and taxes/other service fees. In
particular, the separate display of supply costs should be ensured. This display is an
important prerequisite of switching as it permits customers to directly compare offers by
different suppliers.
In addition, in gas markets – where actual consumption is measured in cubic meters –
invoices should also display the calorific value of consumed energy in (kilo) Watt hours.
More specifically, the calorific value of cubic meter differs, for example, contingent on the
altitude on which the metered supply point is located. Thus, it is only this display of the
calorific value that permits customers the comparison of offers by different suppliers. In this
context, the conversion factor for cubic meter to (kilo) Watt hours has to be defined by the
NRA.
The implementation of these recommendations is highly dependent on the state and setup of upand downstream processes in the individual EnC CP OC. Thus, adaptation of these processes to
switching procedures should be subject to an in-depth analysis.
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Basic recommendation 6: Supplier of Last Resort should be designated by a call for
tenders
As detailed in Chapter 2, a Supplier of Last Resort may, in principle, be designate by law or by call
for tenders.
For facilitating competition, the Supplier of Last Resort should be designate by call for tenders, as
recommended by CEER (2009: 8). This may, inter alia, attract new suppliers to the market and thus
stimulate further market dynamics. Furthermore, the maximum duration for which a customer may
be supplied by the Supplier of Last Resort should be limited to a reasonable amount of time (e.g. six
months as in the Best Practice) in order to force customers to actively choose a new supplier. To
that end, customers should be repeatedly informed within this period about their responsibility to
choose a new supplier.

Basic recommendation 7: Customer’s debts to old suppliers should not allow for
objections by the old supplier
Handling of customers’ debt to old suppliers may, in principle, be the responsibility either of old
suppliers or of civil courts. In the latter case, new suppliers incur the risk of accepting customers
who are prone to default.
Conforming with the Best Practice and in line with CEER (2012: 19) recommendations, any debts of
customers to their old supplier should not be grounds for objection by the old supplier to a planned
switch. Furthermore, new suppliers should take measures to evaluate potential customers’ credit
worthiness, for example by credit checks or salary statement checks. If such evaluations are not
feasible in a given country, less complex systems for evaluation of prospective customers, such as
flagging systems (see Chapter 2.3.4), may be implemented, at least for certain customer groups.
Handling of debts by civil courts in favour instead by old supplier is superior for two reasons:
Firstly, there might be various other reason for the non-payment of debts, such as customer
dissatisfaction with the services rendered by the old supplier, misreading of meter values or
billing mistakes. In those cases, tying customers to the old supplier is not justified.
Secondly, objection possibilities to a planned or already initiated switch should be reduced
as much as possible in order to keep switching as simple as possible. Any grievances, such
as debt default, should be (as far as reasonably possible) cleared independently of
switching.

Basic recommendation 8: Confidential treatment of customers’ personal data
should meet requirements of the European Union
In the process of customer switching, personal data of customers and third persons are transmitted
between the market participants.
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To guarantee confidential treatment of these sensitive data, relevant European legislation should be
adopted.83 In particular, it should be ensured that only necessary personal data is processed,
transmitted and collected in the first place. Also, the number of entities that have access to this
data should be as small as possible. Finally, personal data should not circulate without regulatory
allowance or explicit permission by the concerned customer.

Basic Recommendation 9: Full meter penetration should be ensured
The incentive to switch is diminished if customers are not fully accountable for their own
consumption, for example, when multiple households or businesses share a meter.
Thus, every customer should be provided with a meter. Furthermore, given the current
development towards higher energy efficiency in EU energy markets and the generally high
investments necessary for meter installation, the EnC CP OC should analyse whether new
technologies such as smart meters should be implemented in favour of conventional technology.

Basic Recommendation 10: Prices should be de-regulated in order to be costreflective
Price regulation does not stand in direct relation to the customer switching process. However,
experience has shown that the (mere) presence of price regulation does have a negative impact on
the rate of customer switching. Especially, prices regulated at a below-cost-reflective level will
deter new suppliers from entering the market (Energy Community Secretariat 2012a).
Thus, prices should be deregulated (except where a natural monopoly is given) simultaneously to
implementing procedures for customer switching (NordREG 2005: 7). Such deregulation may
entail, for example, the abolishment of single buyer models.

Basic Recommendation 11: Standard contracts should be developed
Non-standard contracts increase transaction costs for customers, such as the time needed to
examine contracts in detail. They may also risk in-transparency due to (intentionally) vaguely
defined contract details.
Thus, standard contracts should be provided that are written in easy-to-understand and precise
terms. With regard to customers, such contracts should, in particular, be provided by suppliers
without any unnecessary small-print that may deter customers from signing new contracts. With
regard to all other market participants, such contracts should be provided for all processes and
arrangements in order to foster participants’ trust into their business arrangements. This applies to
both contracts with customers and contracts between market roles.

83

See Directive 95/46/EC.
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Basic Recommendation 12: High coverage of bi-directional communication
infrastructure should be promoted
For any interaction on markets, including customer switching in energy markets, high coverage of
bi-directional communication means is a key precondition.
Thus, high coverage of bi-directional communication means should be promoted. Two
communication channels are hereunto especially relevant.
Firstly, internet is the prime channel through which information about suppliers and
products may be communicated, in particular via the use of price comparison systems.
Internet also is the prime channel through which understanding of general market
structures may be provided to, for example, newly eligible customers who are unfamiliar
with the structures.
Secondly, telephone communication – mobile as well as landline – still is very relevant for
business processes in case where multiple exchanges between the partaking parties have
to occur. Such exchanges occur, for example, when clarifications in the signature of
contracts are needed.

Basic Recommendation 13: Information for customers should be provided through
different information channels
As previously mentioned, comprehensive and reliable information is a key precondition for
customer switching. Especially relevant is information on customers’ rights with regards to
switching, on contract conditions offered by different suppliers and on measures that have to be
taken in order to switch.
Thus, customers should be informed about their general right to switch suppliers through various
channels, and the respective NRA should (at least in the beginning) be in charge for providing this
information. To that end, social media campaigns are cost-effective and should be conducted. In
countries with relatively low internet penetration, such campaigns should be accompanied by
conventional awareness-raising campaigns (such as print media, TV and billboard advertisement).
Furthermore, an information platform should be established that enables price comparison
between different suppliers and tariffs for electricity and gas, that provides general market
information and information about the switching procedure, and that handles customer
complaints.84 The regulatory authority should encourage the provision of such a platform by
commercial companies and provide a state-operated platform at least until a commercial one is
operational. Self-evidently, neutrality has to be ensured either way.

Basic Recommendation 14: New suppliers should be attracted to the market
One key aim of market liberalisation is the entry of new suppliers into the energy market so that
customers may indeed choose between suppliers.
84

This recommendation is similar to related recommendations by ERGEG on a single point of contact for consumer
information (ERGEG 2008, 2010) and on an ombudsman for customer complaints (ERGEG 2010).
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Thus, market entry barriers should be lowered as much as possible and cases of discrimination, in
particular exerted by established market participants, should be closely monitored. Furthermore,
prospective suppliers should be actively supported for their entry, specifically as follows:
A) Workshops and conferences should be regularly held
Such workshops and conferences may inform prospective suppliers on all aspects relevant
for market entry and participation.
B) Documentation and information about procedures and protocols should be made
available
This information should comprise (but not be limited to) business terms of the respective
market roles, charts and descriptions of the operating processes, message formats
including respective templates and examples for all kinds of messages used, manuals for
the web interface and the automatic communication interface, and all necessary document
forms and applications. This information should be provided by the NRA or entrusted
agents.

7.2 Procedure-specific Recommendations: Implementing the Best
Practice procedure
In addition to the Basic Recommendations that aim at creating a framework for the implementation
of any switching procedure, Procedure-specific Recommendations aim at the implementation of the
procedure that is realised in the Best Practice Czech Republic. As previously detailed in Chapter 5.3,
this procedure is characterised by a clear definition of market roles including an independent body,
by precise determination of all required communication and validation steps, and by high customer
friendliness. To illustrate recommendations, examples from the Best Practice procedure may be
given where appropriate.

Specific Recommendation 1: Information streams should be coordinated by an
independent body
Given the complexity of customer switching procedures and the involvement of multiple market
participants, plenty of information exchange is involved in the procedure. In order to avoid
procedural errors and conflicts, information streams are best coordinated by a central entity.
Thus, an independent body85 should be implemented as a separate market role for the coordination
of said streams. More specifically, this recommendation may be differentiated into three subrecommendations:

85

In electricity markets, the concept of a “market operator” could act as such independent body. Alternatively to the
establishment of a new institution, for efficiency reasons any other independent body can be tasked with this activity. For
example, bodies responsible for clearing and settlement of commercial balancing activities can be tasked, as in the new
Austrian switching model. Here, switching is executed via an online platform which provides for exchange of but not for
storing of switching data.
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A) An independent body which consists of a central information technology system should
be implemented for coordination of the information streams
Such independent bodies are already implemented, or will be implemented soon, in a
number of EU Member States.86 The specific realisation of the independent body in the Best
Practice may serve as an adequate reference for its design and implementation in the EnC
CP OC.
The advantages of an independent body are substantial and include:
Facilitation of the procedure since suppliers are exposed to only one procedure to
which they must adapt their IT systems and interfaces, instead of several different
DSOs.
Improved data quality since the independent body may advise and supervise suppliers
that repeatedly do not comply with communication requirements that are necessary
for a faultless execution of switches. This is especially important to countries where
the suppliers (and DSOs) do not yet have data handling procedures and systems that
are well-established and -practised.
Monitoring and control of a single entity in aspects regarding data security, nondiscrimination and efficiency is far easier than control of multiple entities (such as
multiple DSOs).
Collection of statistical data pertaining to market performance data is greatly
facilitated if these data have to be collected from only one central entity.
B) The independent body should be administered by the regulatory authority
DSOs are typically successors of the once vertically integrated energy suppliers, and
though they are mostly unbundled legally, they rarely are unbundled with regard to
ownership. In order to provide non-discriminatory access to independent suppliers, the
responsibility for processing customer switching requests should not be held by the DSO
but by a neutral entity. This way no single supplier has exclusive access to data from the
DSO (e. g. customer data or meter IDs) and may use that information to gain a competitive
advantage.
C) The independent body should provide an easy-to-use web interface
Sending and receiving data via this web interface should not require expensive or
proprietary software. This way, high requirements in software and IT infrastructure do not
deter suppliers from entering the market.

86

Energinet.dk 2012, EURELECTRIC 2010.
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Specific Recommendation 2: Conflict scenarios should be well-defined
Customer switching procedures bear, due to their complexity, several sources of faults and errors
which lead to conflicts between market participants. These conflicts may arise from software
errors, communications failures, and various faults of market participants. Provisions to deal with
such conflicts clearly
Example I: Double registration in the Czech switching procedure
increase the robustness
of switching procedures.
Prior to the execution of the switch, the customer is able to initiate new
requests. To that end, he can issue a new request for switching which
takes priority over any earlier request since the market operator handles
the switching requests in the order they are received. If requests
concerning the same meter point with the same desired effective
switching date are made by several suppliers, the request that has been
received last is processed. Any former request is terminated and the
involved market participants are informed by the market operator
accordingly.

Thus, conflict scenarios
should be well defined
and regulated.

Specific Recommendation 3: Customer switches should be executed within 10
working days
A long duration of the switching process is inconvenient from the viewpoint of the customer and
reduces his incentive to switch. From a technical point of view, improvements in data quality
standards and degree of automation already permit short durations.
Thus, the duration for the execution of switches should at most be 10 working days such as realised
in the Czech Republic. This would also be significantly faster than the maximum duration of three
weeks that is prescribed by the Third Internal Market Package. In this context, it is highly
recommended not to implement deadline regulations where switches are, for example, only
possible once per month.

Specific Recommendation 4: The data format in use should be XML87
In order to ensure a well-working procedure, compatibility of electronic message exchange
between market participants should be ensured to avoid exchange conflicts. Regarding the choice
between available data formats, there is currently a clear tendency of the industry to use XML in
favour of other formats.
Thus, the data format in use should be XML.

87

This recommendation deviates slightly from how the Best Practice procedure is implemented where both XLM and
EDIFACT formats are used.
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Specific Recommendation 5: Data security should be ensured by up-to-date
transfer and access protocols
Guaranteeing data security is essential for operation of computer systems that deal with sensitive
data such as personal data of customers.
Thus, data security should be ensured by up-to-date transfer and access protocols that fulfil
respective requirements by EU and national legislation. Such protocols should require, for example,
that communication to and from the independent body is secured by electronic signatures using
digital
certificates
Example II: Security standards for exchange with market operator
(OTE, a.s. 2012a). For
The Czech procedure sets the following security standards for the
authentication
an
communication between market participants and the market operator:
access
certificate
“…to secure messages sent between a market participant and the Market Operator
should be used, for the
to the extent that
digital
signing
of
it is not possible to change the contents of the message unobserved,
transactions
a
the contents of the message is undecipherable for an unauthorised person,
signature certificate.
identities of both communication parties are verified,
the sender cannot deny composing and sending the message.”

(OTE, a.s. 2012c)

Specific Recommendation 6: There should be one point of contact for customers
only
To facilitate customer switching it is essential to keep transaction costs for customers low,
specifically the time that customers have to spend for initiating and organising the switch.
Thus, there should be only one point of contact between customers and other market participants.
Especially two aspects are crucial:
A) Customers should have to the possibility to close only one contract
Customers should have the possibility to change suppliers by signing one contract only. All
required contractual relationships with all other involved market participants should be
specified and contained in this contract.
Example III: Contracts in the Czech Republic
The Czech legislation offers the closure of a contract between the customer
and the supplier that comprises the distribution as well as the supply with
energy itself. This does not rule out that the customer may also close two
contracts himself (one with the supplier and one with the DSO) if he so
wishes.
Likewise, the new supplier terminates the pre-existing contract with the old
supplier, given the customers’ authorisation.
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B) Customers should only receive one bill
Similar to above, the customer should receive only one bill for grid services and actual
supply.

7.3 Procedural Recommendations: Taking measures for implementing
the procedure
Beyond the recommendations formulated above, Procedural Recommendations are proposed that
give advice on the approach and necessary measures for implementation of the switching
procedure. These Procedural Recommendations should ensure that any upcoming challenges in the
implementation process are met swiftly and efficiently.
Altogether, five recommendations are given that are aimed at the respective ministries and
regulatory authorities in charge as well as at participants on the national electricity and gas
markets.

Ministries and regulatory authorities in charge

Procedural Recommendation 1: The implementation process should be monitored
To ensure that the implementation of the customer switching procedure is executed swiftly and
correctly and that all upcoming challenges are met, the implementation process should be
monitored closely at the country level. Regulators should actively execute their role related to
dispute settlement in the form of bi-/tri-lateral mediation between customer, suppliers and
network operators or, if more parties are concerned, in the form of workshops or similar open
platform.

Market participants

Procedural Recommendation 2: Business consequences should be analysed and
other market participants should be consulted
Once primary and secondary legislation that is relevant for the switching procedure has been
agreed upon, market participants should analyse the business consequences that arise from the
implementation and changed market conditions. Such an analysis should specifically include the
consultation with other participants in order to identify common challenges to later develop joint
measures for mastering these challenges.

Procedural Recommendation 3: Business infrastructure and processes should be
implemented
Market participants should implement the required infrastructure and processes in the most costconsciously and swiftly way to meet the challenges of the newly implemented switching procedure.
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Such infrastructures and processes should include, but are not limited to, company structures and
human resource management programs.

Procedural Recommendation 4: Strategies to deal with the reformed market
design should be developed
Based on earlier analyses, market participants as well as market entrants should develop strategies
to deal with the fundamentally reformed market design. Specifically, new suppliers should work out
strategies on how to enter the market and existing companies should redefine position to ensure
their long-term persistence. Such strategies may, for example, include diversification of services or
cooperation with other market participants.
Publication of
CS-Study

Unbundling finished

T-4

T-3

CSP defined
Meters ready

Contracts ready
Communication ready

Procedure
operational

T-1

T

T-2
Monitoring (PR 1)

Implementation of Third Internal
Market Package (BR 2, 3, 4)

Deregulation of prices (BR 10)
Analysis of adjacent processes (BR 5)
Full meter penetration (BR 9)
Implementation Regulation of debt, Designation of
of market
conflict & duration Supplier of Last
operator (SR 1)
(BR 7, SR 2, 3)
Resort (BR 6)
Confidentiality of
Data format and
customer data
security (SR 4, 5)
(BR 8)
Development of
one-point
contacts (SR 6)

Creating of energy industry
associations (BR 1)
Key:
NRAs, Ministries

Development of
standard
contracts (BR 11)

Promotion of bi-directional
communication (BR 12)

Attraction of suppliers into market
(BR 14)

Analysis of reformed market conditions and consultation of market
participants (PR 2)

Implementation of
infrastructure and processes (PR 3)
Development of
strategies (PR 4)

Market participants

Phase I

Customer information (BR 13)

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Figure 19: Suggested line of action for realisation of recommendations. BR=Basic Recommendation, SR=Procedurespecific Recommendation, PR=Procedural Recommendations.

7.4 Applicability at the regional level
For regional markets that extend across national borders, one main challenge is the harmonisation
of switching rules.88 The above-mentioned recommendations, especially Specific Recommendation
1 (independent body), 4 (data format) and 6 (one point of contact for customer only), are apt to
also further that harmonisation.

88

In this context, recognition of foreign supplier licenses is important. However, this issue is still largely unregulated in
the EU and will thus not be covered here.
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With reference to Specific Recommendation 1, a regional independent body could play an important
role for the harmonisation by managing supplier switches across borders. Even if such a regional
independent body is not feasible, cross-border exchange would still be greatly facilitated by the
existence of national independent body. In the latter case, these independent bodies could
coordinate the exchange across border, thus eradicating the need of individual communication
between countless suppliers and DSOs.
With reference to Specific Recommendation 4, a common data format will greatly facilitate
communication between different countries and a correspondingly increased number of market
participants.
Finally, with reference to Specific Recommendation 5, harmonisation of energy markets is greatly
facilitated by a unified contact where customers only have one point of contact. Such an
arrangement will effectively reduce problems for customers arising from language barriers and
country-specific contractual legal frameworks.
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8

Conclusion

The approach taken in this report ensures that the derived recommendations are well-founded,
being based on comprehensive analyses and consultation of customer switching specialists. The
three sets of recommendations hereby provide advice on
the establishment of a framework necessary for the implementation of a switching
procedure,
the implementation of a specific, well-working procedure that is already successfully
operational in the Best Practice Czech Republic, and
concrete measures that may be taken to ensure the realisation of the former two sets of
recommendations.
Naturally, the realisation of these recommendations is accompanied by challenges.
Firstly, the establishment of the necessary framework and the implementation of the Best
Practice switching procedure need to take into account existing national laws and highorder regulations. These may necessitate country-specific adaptations of the
recommendations.
Secondly, the introduction of an independent body entails a major shift of responsibilities,
competences, and duties away from existing market roles. This may be opposed by present
holders of these responsibilities.
Thirdly, the introduction of the independent body, as well as of the necessary infrastructure,
will require upfront investments which will, however, eventually be offset by considerable
efficiency gains.
These challenges are, however, outweighed by benefits and opportunities. Specifically, these
recommendations may create a market environment that – with information streams coordinated
by an independent body– is friendly to customers, existing participants and new entrants, and that
is fully scalable to country size. Finally, these recommendations may also be employed to
implement switching procedures at a regional level in order to enable and facilitate cross-border
supplier switches and contribute to harmonised regional energy markets.
Many aspects of electricity and gas markets are related to switching but are not part of a switching
procedure per se. This includes especially up- and downstream processes. Such processes were
described in this study and their general relevance to switching analysed, but an in-depth analysis
of their interface with switching is beyond the scope of this study. It is, however, strongly
recommended to conduct such an analysis in a separate study to ensure that any implemented
switching procedure is well integrated with these processes.
Altogether, this study provides comprehensive advice for EnC CP OC with regard to
implementation of customer switching. By doing so it may help to promote the further liberalisation
of electricity and gas markets as well as harmonisation of markets within the Energy Community
and with EU markets.
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Annex
A. Robustness checks for criteria weights in Filter 2
Table 9: Robustness checks for Filter 2. Six scenarios were chosen in which criteria weights differed, and the Top 5Member States were identified in each scenario.
Scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

Urban population [%]

0.15

0.111

0.125

0.125

0.15

0.125

Corruption Perception Index

0.15

0.111

0.15

0.075

0.1

0.1

Human Development Index

0.125

0.111

0.15

0.1

0.125

0.125

Telephone lines [per 100 people]

0.125

0.111

0.1

0.125

0.125

0.1

GDP per Capita, PPP [$]

0.1

0.111

0.125

0.1

0.15

0.1

Internet users [per 100 people]

0.1

0.111

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.15

Market share largest producer [%]

0.1

0.111

0.1

0.075

0.075

0.15

Electricity consumption [kWh p. capita]

0.075

0.111

0.075

0.15

0.075

0.075

Gas consumption [m3 p. capita]

0.075

0.111

0.075

0.15

0.1

0.075

1. CZ
2. IE
3. IT
4. AT
5. FI

1. CZ
2. IE
3. IT
4. FI
5. AT

Ranking of Top 5-Member States

1. CZ
2. IE
3. IT
4. FI
5. AT

1. CZ
2. IE
3. IT
4. BE
5. FI

1. CZ
2. IT
3. IE
4. BE
5. FI

1. CZ
2. IE
3. IT
4. FI
5. BE

AT = Austria; BE = Belgium; CZ = Czech Republic; FI = Finland; IE = Ireland; IT = Italy
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B. Reprint of questionnaire sent to national regulatory authorities
Energy economics - electricity / Degree of liberalisation – electricity
1

Are network operators and electricity suppliers terminatory unbundled in your country?

2

How many electricity supplier switching opportunities are given for a household in the largest city of your
country?

Does a national directive defining standardised electricity costumer switching processes exist?
3

If "YES":
What is the directives name?
Where can it be found online (URL)?

4

What is the name and address of your countries regulatory authority?
How many consumers have switched supplier within the last three years?

5

2009
2010
2011

6

Are your countries’ standardised electricity customer switching processes based on EDIFACT data format?

7

How many households have metering points?

8

How many smart meters do exist in your country?

9

(How much) do customers have to pay when switching electricity supplier (in Euro)?

10

How much is the estimated quantity of electricity stolen in your country?

11

Is there a figure reporting the number non-electricity payers?

Energy economics - gas / Degree of liberalisation – gas
10

Are network operators and gas suppliers terminatory unbundled in your country?

11

How many gas supplier switching opportunities are given for a household in the largest city?
Does a national directive defining standardised gas costumer switching processes exist?

12

If "YES":
What is the directives name?
Where can it be found online (URL)?
How many consumers have switched supplier within the last three years?

13

2009
2010
2011

14

Are standardised gas customer switching processes based on the EDIFACT data format?

15

How many households have gas-metering points?

16

How many smart meters do exist in your country?

17

(How much) do customers have to pay when switching gas supplier (in Euro)?

18

How much is the estimated quantity of gas stolen in your country?

19

Is there a figure reporting the number non-gas payers?
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C. List of contacted NRAs
EU Member States
Austria
Energie-Control Austria (E-Control)

Belgium
Commission for the Regulation of
Electricity and Gas (CREG)
Bulgaria
State Energy and Water Regulatory
Commission (SEWRC)
Czech Republic
Energy Regulatory Office (ERO)

Cyprus
Cyprus Energy Regulatory Authority
(CERA)
Denmark
Danish Energy Regulatory Authority
(DERA)
Estonia
Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Communications
Finland
Energy Market Authority

France
Commission de Regulation de l`
Energie (CRE)

tel: +43 1 24 7 240
fax: +43 1 24 7 24-900
info@e-control.at

www.e-control.at

tel: + 32 2 289 76 11
fax: + 32 2 289 76 09
info@creg.be

www.creg.be

tel: +359 (2) 9888730
fax: +359 (2) 9888782
dker@dker.bg

www.dker.bg

tel: +420 564 578111
fax: +420 567 580640
eru@eru.cz

www.eru.cz

tel: +357 22 666363
fax: +357 22 667763
info@cera.org.cy

www.cera.org.cy

tel: +45 337 502 50
fax: + 32 2 289 76 09
post@energitilsynet.dk

www.energitilsynet.dk

tel: +372 6 256 342
fax: +372 6 313 660
info@mkm.ee

www.mkm.ee

tel: +358 9 5050 000
fax: +358 9 6221 911
kirjaamo@energiamarkkinavirasto.fi

www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi

tel: +33 1 44 50 41 00
fax: +33 1 44 50 41 11
webmestre@cre.fr

www.cre.fr

Germany
Federal Network Agency for Electricity, tel: +49 228 14 0
Gas, telecommunications, Posts and
fax: +49 228 14 8872
Railway
poststelle@bnetza.de
Greece
Regulatory Authority for Energy (RAE) tel: +30 210 372 74 00
fax: +30 210 3255460
info@rae.gr
Hungary
Hungarian Energy Office (HEO)
tel: +36 1 4597701
fax: +36 1 4597702
eh@eh.gov.hu
Ireland
Commission for Energy Regulation
tel: +353 1 4000 800
Ireland (CER)
fax: +353 1 4000 850
info@cer.ie

www.bnetza.de

www.rae.gr

www.eh.gov.hu

www.cer.ie
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Italy
Autorità per l'Energia Elettrica e il Gas
(AEEG)
Latvia
Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
Lithuania
National Control Commission for
Prices and Energy (NCC)
Luxemburg
Institut Luxembourgeois de Régulation

Malta
Malta Resources Authority

Netherlands
Netherlands Competition Authority
(Nma)
Poland
Energy Regulatory Office (ERO)

Portugal
Entidade Reguladora dos Serviços
Energéticos (ERSE)

tel: +39 02 65 56 52 01
fax: +39 02 65 56 52 78
info@autorita.energia.it

www.autorita.energia.it

tel: +371 67097200
sprk@sprk.gov.lv

www.sprk.gov.lv

tel: +370 5 2139208
rastine@regula.lt

www.regula.lt

tel: +352 45 88 45 -1
fax: +352 45 88 45 - 88
claude.hornick@ilr.lu

www.ilr.lu

tel: +356 2295 5000
fax: +356 2295 5200
enquiry@mra.org.mt

www.mra.org.mt

tel: +31 70330 33 30
fax: +31 70330 33 70
info@nmanet.nl

www.nmanet.nl

tel: +48 22 661 61 07
fax: +48 22 661 61 66
ure@ure.gov.pl

www.ure.gov.pl

tel: + 351 213 033 200
fax: + 351 213 033 201
erse@erse.pt

www.erse.pt

Romania
Romanian Energy Regulatory Authority tel: +40 (21) 3112244
(ANRE)
fax: +40 (21) 3124365
anre@anre.ro
Sweden
Swedish Energy Agency
tel: +46 16 544 20 00
fax: +46 16 544 20 99
registrator@energimyndigheten.se
Slovakia
Regulatory Office for Network
tel: +421 2 58100436
Industries (RONI)
fax: +421 2 58100479
urso@urso.gov.sk
Slovenia
Energy Agency of the Republic of
tel: +386 2 2340300
Slovenia (AGEN)
fax: +386 2 2340320
info@agen-rs.si
Spain
Comisión Nacional de Energía
tel: +34 91 432 96 00
fax: +34 91 577 62 18
mmm@cne.es
United Kingdom
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
tel: +44 207 901 70 00
(Ofgem)
fax:+44 207 901 70 66
media@ofgem.gov.uk

www.anre.ro

www.energimyndigheten.se

www.urso.gov.sk

www.agen-rs.si

www.cne.es

www.ofgem.gov.uk
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EnC CP OC
Albania
Energy Regulatory Authority (ERE)

Armenia
Public Services Regulatory
Commission of the Republic of
Armenia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
State Electricity Regulatory
Commission (SERC)
Croatia
Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency
(HERA)

tel: +355 (4) 222963
fax: +355 (4) 222963
erealb@ere.gov.al

www.ere.gov.al

tel.: +(374 1) 522 522
fax: +(374 1) 525 563
psrcinfo@psrc.am

www.psrc.am

tel: + 387 (35) 302070
fax: +387 (35) 302077
info@derk.ba

www.derk.ba

tel: ++385 (1) 6323 777
fax: +385 (1) 6115344
hera@hera.hr
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) tel: +389 2 3233580
fax: +389 2 3233586
erc@erc.org.mk
Georgia
Georgian National Energy and Water
tel: +8431 25 61 20
Regulatory Commission (GNERC)
fax: +8431 25 61 21
E-mail: mail@gnerc.org
Moldova
National Energy Regulatory Agency
tel: +373-22 54 13 84
(ANRE)
fax: +373-22 22 46 98
anre@anre.md
Montenegro
Energy Regulatory Agency
tel: +382 81 201 225
(REGAGEN)
fax: + 382 (20) 310320
regagen@t-com.me
Serbia
Energy Regulatory Agency (AERS)
tel: +381 11 3033829
fax: +381 (11) 3225780
aers@aers.org.yu
Turkey
Energy Market Regulatory Authority
tel: +90 312 287 25 60
(EMRA)
fax: +90 (312) 2873560
uab@epdk.org.tr
Ukraine
National Electricity Regulatory
tel: +380 (44) 241 90 01
Commission of Ukraine (NERC)
fax: +380 (44) 241 90 00
intertech@nerc.gov.ua
UNMIK
Energy Regulatory Office (ERO)
tel: +381 (0) 38 247 615
fax: +381 (0) 38 247 620
info@ero-ks.org

www.hera.hr

www.erc.org.mk

www.gnerc.org

www.anre.md

www.regagen.co.me

www.aers.rs

www.emra.org.tr

www.nerc.gov.ua

www.ero-ks.org
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D. Links to online price comparison tools89

Austria
Czech
Republic
Finland
Ireland
Italy

State-operated
tarifkalkulator.e-control.at
kalkulator.eru.cz

Commercial
www.durchblicker.at
www.cenyenergie.cz
www.usetreno.cz
www.sahkonhinta.fi
www.vaihtovirta.fi
www.bonkers.ie
trovaofferte.autorita.energia.it/trovaofferte www.sostariffe.it
www.supermoney.eu

89

List of commercial price comparison tools is not exhaustive. Items are listed in alphabetical order without appraisal of
quality.
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E. Excerpt of EU regulations on customer switching
DIRECTIVE 2009/72/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing
Directive 2003/54/EC
Article 3 paragraph 5
5. Member States shall ensure that:
(a) where a customer, while respecting contractual conditions, wishes to change supplier, the change is
effected by the operator(s) concerned within three weeks; [...]
Article 3 paragraph 7
7. Member States shall take appropriate measures to protect final customers, and shall, in particular,
ensure that there are adequate safeguards to protect vulnerable customers. [...] Member States shall
ensure that the eligible customer is in fact able easily to switch to a new supplier. As regards at least
household customers, those measures shall include those set out in Annex I.
Article 36 - General objectives of the regulatory authority
In carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in this Directive, the regulatory authority shall take all
reasonable measures in pursuit of the following objectives within the framework of their duties and powers
as laid down in Article 37, in close consultation with other relevant national authorities including
competition authorities, as appropriate, and without prejudice to their competencies:
[...]
(h) helping to achieve high standards of universal and public service in electricity supply, contributing to
the protection of vulnerable customers and contributing to the compatibility of necessary data exchange
processes for customer switching.
ANNEX I – MEASURES ON CONSUMER PROTECTION, No. 1, lit. e
Without prejudice to Community rules on consumer protection, in particular Directive 97/7/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 1997 on the protection of consumers in respect of
distance contracts and Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts,
the measures referred to in Article 3 are to ensure that customers:
[...]
(e) are not charged for changing supplier
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DIRECTIVE 2009/73/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas and repealing
Directive 2003/55/EC
Article 3 paragraph 6
6. Member States shall ensure that:
(a) where a customer, while respecting the contractual conditions, wishes to change supplier, the change
is effected by the operator(s) concerned within three weeks; [...]
Article 3 paragraph 3
3. Member States shall take appropriate measures to protect final customers, and shall, in particular,
ensure that there are adequate safeguards to protect vulnerable customers. [...] Member States shall
ensure that the eligible customer is in fact able easily to switch to a new supplier. As regards at least
household customers those measures shall include those set out in Annex I.
Article 40 – General objectives of the regulatory authority
In carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in this Directive, the regulatory authority shall take all
reasonable measures in pursuit of the following objectives within the framework of their duties and powers
as laid down in Article 41, in close consultation with other relevant national authorities, including
competition authorities, as appropriate, and without prejudice to their competencies:
[...]
(h) helping to achieve high standards of public service for natural gas, contributing to the protection of
vulnerable customers and contributing to the compatibility of necessary data exchange processes for
customer switching.
ANNEX I – MEASURES ON CONSUMER PROTECTION, No. 1, lit. e
Without prejudice to Community rules on consumer protection, in particular Directive 97/7/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 1997 on the protection of consumers in respect of
distance contracts and Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts,
the measures referred to in Article 3 are to ensure that customers:
[...]
(e) are not charged for changing supplier;
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F: Technical and customer friendliness criteria for switching
procedures in EnC CP OC
In order to elicit comprehensive information (mirroring the information provided for the Top 5Member States in Table 6) on existing electricity and gas customer switching procedures in the
EnC CP OC, bofest consult and evroenergie conducted a (second) survey from December 2012 to
February 2013. For that survey, those EnC CP OC were selected and contacted that 1) indicated in
an early survey by bofest consult and evroenergie that they have an operational switching
procedure, or 2) are indicated in the EnC’s Annual Implementation Report of the Acquis 2012
(Energy Community Secretariat 2012b) as having an electricity or gas switching procedure.
Accordingly, the EnC CP OC contacted with respect to electricity switching are Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Croatia, Georgia, Montenegro and Turkey, and those contacted with respect to gas
switching are Croatia, FYR of Macedonia and Georgia. The results of the survey are displayed in
Table 10 for the criteria introduced in Chapter 4.1 (and displayed in Table 6 for the Top 5-Member
States).
The electricity switching procedure is especially comprehensive in Turkey which regulates many
technical aspects (such as double registration or retroactive registration) as well as customer
friendliness aspects (such as old contract termination by new supplier). An independent body,
which is an integral part of the Best Practice Procedure and which is discussed at length in Specific
Recommendation 1, is present in both Albania and Turkey. Finally, changes to the respective
national procedures are expected in Albania, Croatia, (possibly) Georgia and Turkey.
The gas switching procedure is comprehensive in Croatia and FYR of Macedonia, whereas no
specific regulations for gas switching exist in Georgia. Changes to the procedure are expected for
Croatia in 2013.
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Table 10: Existing electricity and gas customer switching procedures, Energy Community. “―“ denotes that no information was available.

Electricity switching procedures
Criteria

AL

90

BA

GE

90 calendar days

10 calendar days

―

HR

Gas switching procedures
ME

TR

FYR of
Macedonia

91

GE

HR

Technical criteria
8 calendar days
(maximum)

15 calendar days

22.6 calendar
days for FTRC;
18.7 calendar
days for RC

15 calendar days

No

Yes
(switching only
at the date of
meter reading)

Yes
(tied to the date
of metering
reading)

Yes
(1st of month for
RC; quarterly for
FTRC)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No legally binding No legally binding No legally binding
data format
data format
data format

TXT, hardcopy
accepted

3.1

Duration until new
supplier receives
confirmation

3.2

Deadline regulation

No

No

3.3

Double registration
regulation

No

3.4

Retroactive registration

3.5

Independent body

3.6

Data format

3.7

Transferability

3.8

Expected changes to
procedure

90

No
―

10 calendar days

8 calendar days

Yes
(1st calendar day of
month)

―

Yes
(1st calendar day
of month)

Yes

No

―

No

Yes
(if false
registration)

No

―

No

Yes

No

―

No

No legally binding
data format

No legally binding
data format

―

No legally
binding format

Low
(only one DSO)

High

High

Low
(only one DSO)

Low
(only one DSO)

High

Low
(Single Buyer)

―

High

Yes
(changes
planned)

No

Yes
(possible
changes)

Yes
(planned for the
second half of
2013)

No

Yes
(once eligibility
limit becomes
zero)

No

―

Yes
(legislation will
change in 2013)

Information is for switching from Retail Public Supplier to competitive supplier only. No specific procedures exist for switching from one competitive supplier to another.

91

Figures for criteria 3.1 & 3.9 are averages since the procedure works on a work day basis. Abbreviations used for the Turkish procedure are: FTRC = First-time registering
customers (i.e. who switch from regulated retail tariff to bilateral contract); RC = Registered customers. Final versions of the directives is available in Tukish:
http://www.epdk.org.tr/documents/elektrik/mevzuat/yonetmelik/elektrik/dengeleme_uzlastirma/DUYson.doc,
http://www.epdk.org.tr/documents/elektrik/mevzuat/yonetmelik/elektrik/serbet_tuketici/Elk_Ynt_Serbest_Tuketici_Son_Hali.doc.
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Table 10 (continued)

Electricity switching procedures
Criteria

AL

BA

Gas switching procedures
FYR of
Macedonia

GE

HR

ME

TR

GE

―
(depends on
supplier)

45 calendar days

25.7 calendar days
for FTRC; 21.8
calend. days for RC

max. 45 calendar
days

No

Yes

Yes

HR

Customer friendliness criteria
3.9

Switch duration

90 calendar
days

20 calendar days
(best case)

―

No

No

―

3.10 Old contract termination
by new supplier
3.11

Perceived degree of
comparability*

3.12 Price comparison
systems
3.13 Switch prevention by old
supplier
3.14 Success rate*

―

―

―

―

―

―

No system
available

No system
available

No system
available

No system
available

No system
available

No system
available

Yes
(if unpaid debts)

No

No

Yes

Yes
(if unpaid debts)

Yes

No

―

―
No

―
No

―
Yes

―
No

―
No

―
No

Yes

―
―

No system
available

3.15 Complaint handling office
3.16 Perceived ease of switch*

―

No

31 calendar days 20 calendar days

Yes

―

―

―

―

―

―

―

Regulation for the
criteria of granting
Eligible Costumer
Status, No 17 dated
06 March 2009,
approved by ERE.

FERK of BiH Rulebook
on Eligible Customer
Supply (Articles 17,
18, 19); RERS
Rulebook on Eligible
Customer (Art. 15, 16,
17, 18).

―

General Conditions
for Electricity Supply
(Official Gazette No.
14/2006).

The Rules on
conditions and
procedures for
supplier's
switching for
electricity eligible
customers (Official
Gazette of
Montenegro
No.76/2010).

Electricity Market
Balancing and
Settlement
Regulation
(Especially article
30/A) and Electricity
Market Eligible
Consumers
Regulation.

Directive
2003/55/EC of the
European Parliament
and the Council.

―
NRA

No system
available

―

Yes
(if unpaid debts)

―

―
No

―
―

―

Additional information
Directives for customer
switching procedures

No specific
regulations exists
for Gas Switching
Procedures in
Georgia.

Rulebook on
Organization of
Natural Gas
Market (Official
Gazette No.
126/10, 128/11,
88/12); General
Conditions for the
Supply of Natural
Gas (Official
Gazette No.
43/09, 87/12).

* The contacted EnC CP OC were asked whether studies similar to those conducted in EU Member States were performed (see explanations for the criteria in Chapter 4.1), and – if yes –
where the study results were published. No such study was performed in any of the contacted EnC CP OC.
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Our Contacts for You
Mr. Jochen Buchloh
Head of Strategy Consulting
T +49 (0) 2102 / 770890
M +49 (0) 151 / 14826238
E Jochen.Buchloh@bofestconsult.com

Mr. Bashkim Malushaj
Managing Director of evroenergie L.L.C.
T +49 (0) 2102 / 7708920
M +49 (0) 163 / 6765823
E Bashkim.Malushaj@evroenergie.com

